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Decisions and other measures taken

bthe InenainlAtomicEnryAec

The ability of the International Atomic Enerj Agency (IAEA)

by docision or other suitable means to effect action or omission

by one of its 1lember States or their nationals is determined legally

by the Agency's Statute and other legal instruments based thereon,
and factually by its special field of work. Under its Statute

(Aitcle III.A), the Agency has two main functions:

a) To promo e_ research on, and development and practical application

of, atomic energy for peaceful uses throughout the world,

b) To jpreot humanity against the dangers emanating from the

radioactive properties of nuclear materiaLs on the one hand.

and against the possibility of their use for military purposes

on the other.

With regard to the "promoting" activities of the Agency, no

problems will normally arise from decisions, proposals, or advice.

These measures will, as a rule, be in the interest of Iember.States

or their nationals; they would therefore have little reason not to

accept them.

The same is true of the Agency's activities in the fiell of

protection of health and safety. There, the standards and regulations

are developed by the Agency in close cooperation with Lemaber States.

The practice in formulating safety standards is to organize meetings

of experts to consider drafts prepared by the Secretariat. The ranel

members are specialists from Laember States and other interested inter-

national organizations. The draft regulations elaborated by the panel

are communicated to the Uember States for comment. The standards and

regulations are then submitted to the A.gency's Board of Governors

for aprroval. They are published with the Board's authorization and

constitute international standards desined to serve as a basis for

national legislation and reguaItions. In regard to 1:ember States

these standards and regulations are only recommendations; they are,
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however, under the Agency's Statute, binding with regard to its

own operations and may, by agreement, become binding with regard

to projects undertaken with the Agency's assistance (Article XI).

In this latter case the Agency can satisfy itself about the observance

of any health and safety measures prescribed either through an expert,

who frequently assists in the project on the spot, or through its

inspectors mentioned below.

A similar procedure was used when the need arose to facilitate
the international transport of radioactive substances by establishing
uniform safety regulations. Following a 1959 resolution of the
Economic and Social Council of the United Nations, the Agency con-
vened two panels to formulate regulations dealing with the transport
of radioisotopes, radi oactive ores and residues of low specific
activity on the one hand and with the transport of large radioactive
sources and fissile materials on the other. Again experts from
member countries and representatives of various international
organizations participated in this work. The international standards
for the transport of radioactive r.aterials were approved by the Board
of Governors in September 1960 for application to the operations of
the Agency and to those undertaken with its assistance; the Board
also invited member States to use these regulations as th ' basis for
developing their own national regulations and the organizations
concerned to apply them to the international transport of radio-
active materials. The Transport Regulations were reviewed, from
1962 to 1964, in a number of meetings organized by the Agency of
experts from Lember States and representatives of a large number of
interested organizations. The Revised Regulations were approved by
the Board of Governors in 1964 and pulished in ay 1965. They now
provide a lasting framework of principles and rules, supplemented
by appropriate technical data, for the safe transnort of radioactive
materials by land, water and air. In order to keep the technical
aspects up-to-date in the light of new knowledge and experience
gained, the Director General of the Agency was authorized by the
Board of Governors to make the changes of detail which would prove
necessary from the technical viewpoint, without infrinsing the
principles and rules approved by the Board. Proposed changes must
be brought to the notice of :ember States 90 days in advance, and
the Agency will take due note of the observations or information
communicated to it.

The Agency's Transport Regulations are also used as the
basis for transport rerulations issued by international organizations
compe tent for tranort by rai 1, road, inland waterways, sea and
air. Thus the International Reulations Conerninrin riage of
Dangerous Goods by :i (RID) established by the Central Office
for International Lailway T-ransports in Borne, which apply in
24 countries in E'urope and the Rear East, were revised on the basis
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of the IAELA's Regulations. The aritime Safety Committee of C10
approved in February 1966 Provisions Relating to the Transport of
Radioactive Substances by conforming to the revised Ia2A
Regulations. The Comittee recommended that the Member States
of 1>00 and the Governments which had participated in the 1960
Conference on Safety of Life at Sea should adopt these draft
provisions as the basis for their national regulations. The IATA
Regulations Reloatin- to the Carriage of Restricted Articles by Air
have also been revised to take into account the fact that several
countries among the principal prodhucers of radioisotopes are in
the process of adopting the IAEA Regulations for their national
airline networks.

The examples given above show how, by close cooperation

between the IAEA and experts from member countries and from other

organizations and with member governments, IADA standards for the

protection of health and safety and for the transport of radio-

active suostanccs become international as well as national standards.

This means that the problem of putting i to effect a decisi coth

lIAA in a :ember State vwill scarcely arise.

The real problems may, theoretically, be assumed to present

. themselves mainly in connection with the application of the Agency's

safeguards system. Under this technical term we undcrstand the

activities

"designed to ensure that special fissionable and other materials
- services, e ment, facilities, and information made

available by the Agency or at its recuest or under its
supervision or control are not used in such a way as to
further any military purpose; and to apply safeguards, at
the request of the parties, to any bilateral or multilateral
arrangement, or at the request of a State, to any of that
State's activities in the field of atomic energy" (Art.III.A.5)

This provision of the Statute clearly indicates that the "controls"

by the Agency are applicable only with The prior consent of a 1eber

State given in the form of an agreement with the Agency. Such an

agreement can be:

a) A Protect r A er nt under Article XI of the Statute, by

which a :omber or group of eers reuests 'th Ie assistance of the

Agency in secouring secial fissionable or other materials, services,



equipment and facilities ncssary for research on, or development

or practical aplicati on of, aftc rnergy fori peaceful purpo s "
Such an areement must incue "unIdortakings by the Lecaber or group

of :emers submittin I the projec : (i) that the assi stane provided

shall not be usid n such a ,ay as to further any military purpose;

and (ii) that te projct shall be subject o the safeauards rovided

folr in AI'tilce `:1 1 1~Li~ -f LflIforo iA c I, elevant safeuards being sd in the

agreeme.,int "-rt, XI.F.' 4)

b) A Sf.0" (I , e 2eht, whereby at the request of
two or moure >ebe r Sat;es the saeuards funct ons envisaged in a
bilateral or iul ti lateral are`mnt for cooperat ion between them

are traseto the _Ag ency. Such a reoments wer concluded viith

the USA and 19 of its partners, the United .in-dom and Denmark,

and Canada and Japan;

c) A la.alfbi ; ceet by which the

Lember State subm1its all or part of its nuclear activities to

Atency safe uards. Such agreements were concluded with the USA for
four reac tors and the United Kingdom for the Bradwell nuclear

installation.

The details for A.-enc.y controls are contained in the safe-
guards agreements or in supplementary agreements thereto. They

consist of a ho<eceing system for source material (natural

uranium and thorium) and special fissionable material (Pu-239, U-233,

U-235) and priodcal rerorts. Their main and generally best known

feature are, however, the isnections on the srot carried out by
Agency inspectors appointed with the concurrence of the ::efmber State.
The rights and obligations of such inspectors as well as of ember

States are spelled out in dotail both in the Statute and in the

documents ap-proved by the Boar of Governors (The Aency's S.afeguards
System - 1965 ~ (I-I/IRC/66) and its extension to reprocessing plants

(00(X)/L:/86) and the Insp. etors Dcument (G2(V)/LTF/39)

hi le it can be asaum ta a leaber State, when corcluding

a safeguards areemnt, as every intention not to violate it this may
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for one reason or another, change later on. Due to a change of

policy a State may wish to escase from its obligations under the

safeguards agreement. The violations of the agreement may take

the follo-:ng form:

(1) Use of feguarded items to further any military purpose -
commonly referred to as a "diversion"

(2) An interference with. the control system in order to conceal
a diversion;

(3) An interference with the control system for some other reason,
which may ran-e from convenience (avoiding the burden of
making reports), to ebarrassment (at an unexplained loss),
to nationalistic pride (objecting to outside chocks). Of course
what appears to be a violation ba se on one of thse groun
could really be one based on a desire to conceal an actual
diversion and therefore the control authority might have to
treat it as such;

(4) Some other violation of any provision of th safeguards
agreement e.g. the violation of the patent clause of a
Project Agreement.

Both the sanctions to be used by the Agency in case of non-
compliance as wall as the procedures for them are regulated in

Article XII.C of the Statute. If an inspector finds any "ncn-compliance"

with the terms of a safeg-uards agreement, he must report to the

Directo General of Ili who "shall thereupon transmit the report

to the Board of Governors". T BLoad must then determine whether

or not it finds any non-compliance to have occurred. If its finding .
is positive it must call on the Member State to remedy forthwith

such non-compliance. The Board must also report its findings to

all Lember States as well as to the Security Council and General

Assembly of the United :ations. If the State does not comply within

a reasonable time, the Board may take the folloing measures:

(a) Direct that all assistance being provided by the Agency or

by its L"ember States be curtailed or suspended;

(b) It may call for the return of materials and equipment made

available to the State;

(c) It may also suspend the :½§ber from the exercise of the

privileges and immunities of membership, in accordance with Article XIX.B.



The measures envisaged under (a) and (b) ill of course be

effective only if and to the extent that the :emer State is

receiving assistance by or through the Agency and if it does not

refuse to return material and equipm.;ent already received. The only

real sanctions may be those taken by the Security Council or the

General Assembly of the United Nations pursuant to the Board's report.

It seeis too early to speculate on what powers of decision

the Agency will have once a non-proliferation treaty has entered

into force. The safeguards agreements which, under the Treaty for
the Prohibition of Nuclear 'ioapons in Latin America, will have to

be concluded between Latin Amorican States and the Agency may give

some indication of future developments. They ill very probably

follow to a large extent the existing system which, while using the

Agency's technical expertise for the control mechanism, leaves the

final political decisions to the proper political bodies of the

United Nations.

Werner Boulanger
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D e 2 i 0r i7 _

of the Universal Post. Union

I. Introduction

1. Within the field of activity of the Universal Postal Union (UPU), a

distinction can be made between decisions:

(a) as regards the body: decisions of Congress, of the Executive Council (EC),

of the Management Council of the Consultative Committee 
for Postal Studies

(MC/CCPS), of the Training Committee (TC) and the "decisions" of the Interna-

tional Bureau (IB);

(b) as regards the form and legal quality 
of the decision: clauses of interna-

tional treaties concluded by member countries2 (Acts of the TJPU), interpreta-

tion of Acts of the UPU, resolutions and recommendations 
(voeux, i.e. formal

opinions).

2. The various UPU bodies use different kinds of decisions 
according to the

powers conferred upon them. Thus Congress, which is primarily the legislative

body, is alone competent to conclude treaties governing 
various postal services.

The UPU's basic fields of activity are the following:

(a) normal activity, i.e. the regulation of the international postal service,

which is operated by the Postal Administrations of the mem- er countries;

(b) activity carried out by the UPU bodies with the cooperation of the member coun-

tries and relating to the improvement o the postal service (studies on various

technical postal problems, the organization of the training of officials of

POostal Administrations and UPU technical assistance);

(c) activity assigned to the UPU by the UN as a mandate 
and carried out by UPU

bodies (UNDP technical assistance).

The term "countries" or "member countries" is the official title in the UPU.

3 The basic Act of the Union provides for the possibility of 
convening admin-

istrative conferences to deal with questions of an administrative 
character

(Constitution, Article 16). It has been suggested that administrative conferences

could be entrusted, inter alia, with the revision of purely 
technical Acts, such as

the Agreements, which would considerably facilitate the work 
of Congress. How-

ever, this idea, which was considered by the UPU Executive 
Council in connection

with the simplification and acceleration of the work of Congress, was not 
adopted.

It is true to say that there are no administrative conferences in 
the UPU (CE 1966,

Doc 7, p. 2 (English text)).
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In administrative matters, both Congress and the other bodies use resolutions and

recommendations. For interpretation, see parag h33.

3. As regards the main criterion of the subject-matter of this study, namely

"The Legal Scope of Decisions within the Member States of an International Organ-

ization", this paper deals firstly with the international postal treaties concluded

within the framework of the UPU (the Acts of the Union), becaus these are the only

decisions directly binding upon the member countries. The other kinds of decision

of the UPU bodies will then be discussed, especially in so far as they relate to

the members of the UPU.

II. The Acts of the Union

(1) General

4. The position of the postal service in most member countries (as a monopoly

and a State prerogative) has, from the foundation of the UPU, made it necessary for

its members to conclude agreements at intergovernmental level. All postal activ-

ity, which includes in the first place the transport of postal items from one

country to another, if necessary through the instrumentality of third party member

countries, has the following characteristic features:

(i) Interdependence of Postal Administrations and reciprocity in their mutual

relations.

(ii) Uniformity of transport conditions, especially as regards rates and responsi-

bility. This uniformity is expressed in technical language in Article 1 of

the UPU Constitution:

"The countries adopting this Constitution comprise, under the title
of the Universal Postal T nion , a single postal territory for the
reciprocal erchange of letter-post items."

However, this unifYormity is flexible enoug to enable the Administrations to

adapt their services to the conditions of the internation.l service (e.g.,

they have adequate latitude for fixing the international basic rates, and

various ancillary services are only optional).

(iii) Freedom of transit, which is guaranteed throughout the entire territory of

the Union, is only the logical consequence of the first two characteristics.

It is the keystone of the entire operation of the international service (see

Counitutioni. Arti1e 1 (1) Qe : "Frondlom of trrrndi in pjunrantoed



5. The legal consequences of the special character of postal activity

governed at international level are summarized in the postulate of the single

legal basis for relations between all Postal Administrations - in other words, by

the simultaneous entry into force of the Acts of the Union enacted by a Congress

and the parallel abrogation of the corresponding Acts of the previous Congress

(Article 31 (2) of the Constitution). This concept to some extent ignores the

legal documents which create the member countries' formal commitments as regards

the Acts of the UPU. As legal status is sometimes lacking, i is the de facto

situation which is the determining factor for the countries' relations with the

UPU. This de facto situation is the basis of a concept generally recognized by

the UPTU, namely the "tacit ratification" of the Acts of the Union: implementation

by a UPU member country of the Acts of the Union is sufficient for it to be con-

sidered a member of the Union with full rights. This "tacit ratification" is all

the more important because never in the history of the Univers&l Postal Union have

all the member countries ratified the Acts of the Union that have been enacted by

a Congress.

6. The Acts of the Union are as follows:

(a) Constitution of the Universal Postal Union and its Final Protocol

(b) General Regulations of the Universal Postal Union and their Final Protocol

(c) Universal Postal Convention, Final Protocol and Detailed Regulations

(d) Agreement Concerning Insured Letters and Boxes, Final Protocol and Detailed
Regulations

(e) Agreement Concerning Postal Parcels, Final Protocol, Detailed Regulations,
Final Protocol

(f) Agreement Concerning Postal Money Orders and Postal Travellers' Cheques,
Detailed Regulations

(g) Agreement Concerning the Giro Service, Detailed Regulations

(h) Agreement Concerning Cash-on-Delivery Items, Detailed Regulations

(i) Agreement Concerning the Collection of Bills, Detailed Regulations

(j) Agreement Concerning the International Savings Bank Service, Detailed Regula-
tions

(k) Agreement Concerning Subscriptions to Newspapers and Periodicals, Detailed
Regulations

7.Before the 1964 Vienna Congress, the Acts referred to under 6 (a), (b) and

(c) constituted the "Universal Postal Convention", which, like all the other Acts,

was renewed by each Congress. As the Convention was the organic docunent of the

UPU (it is in fact the Charter of that international organization, i.e. the
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existing Constitution), the legal question arose whether the TPU itself is legally

reborn at every Congress. This view, though logical, created certain legal diffi-

culties which have been overcome in practice by the concept of "tacit ratification"

to maintain the continuity of the Union. As stated in paragraph 5, there have

been, in the history of the UPU, countries which, during a number of regimes inaug-

urated by the various Congresses, have performed no legal action (signature, acces-

sion or ratification) signifying a legal relationship with the . On the other

hand, they have admittedly always implemented the Acts of the U and have never

been regarded as having left it.

(2) Structure of the Acts and Their !pv a ntntiona

8. As regards the structure of the Acts and their approval at international

level, the following points should be mentione&:

(a) The main Acts (Constitution, Convention, General Regulations and Agreements)

are always concluded on behalf of the Governments of the member countries,

whereas the Acts containing executory provisions of a technical nature (the

Detailed Regulations of the Convention and Agreements) are concluded on behalf

of their Postal Administrations. This distinction, which goes back to the

origins of the Union (Treaty of Bern, 1874, Article 13), was intended to avcid

burdening Congress unnecessarily with purely technical and minor questions, and

to leave it entirely to postal experts to revise these provisions at adminis-

trative conferences. However, Congress acquired the habit, from the very

foundation of the Union, of revising the Regulations itself and submitting them

for signature at the same time as the other UPU Acts. This difference in the

legal nature of the UPU Acts had the result that the UPU does not require con-

firmation in a specific form of the signatures appended by the representatives

of the Administrations when the Regulations are revised. Accordingly, in many

countries the signatures of persons who signed as representatives of the Admin-

istration are not confirmed, and the Acts in question are not included in the

ratification procedure to which the other Acts are subject. 1

1 Cf. note 3 to paragraph 2, on administrative conferences.
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(b) As regards their structure and the obligations imposed, the Acts of the Union

deal with the relations between Postal Administrations. Quite exception-

ally, individuals are only referred to in provisions dealing with the respon-

sibility of the sender of a postal parcel. This structure of the Acts of

the Union makes it necessary for their provisions to be repeated in various

national regulations governing the postal service, the "legal status" of

which (in virtue of postal laws and orders issued by the Covernment, or pos-

tal regulations issued by the Postal Admini tration) depends: pon each

country's constitutional regulations. 2

(c) Lastly, a distinction must be made betweer the compulsory an ite optional

international postal service. Each member country of the UPU has to imple-

ment the Universal Postal Convention (and its Detailed Regulations), Before

the 1964 Vienna Congress, both the organic provisions (the present constitu-

tion) and the letter-post provisions (the present Convention) formed a single

treaty (the Universal Postal Convention). The division effected at Vienna

raised some extremely complex legal problems, which have been solved in Iwo

different ways, one at international level and the other at national. The

simultaneous existence of an organic Charter, on the one hand, and a treaty

governing the compulsory activity of the UPU member countries, on the other,

and the need, at national level, to submit for constitutional approval a

treaty declared compulsory at international level, raised problems the solu-

tion of which, on the practical plane, can be regarded as a happy compromise.

The Convention and Agreements contain tne basic rules appicable to the
various postal services. All operational provisions liable to vary and there-
fore of a purely administrative nature are confined to the Detailed Regulations.

2 A Postal Administration proposed at the 1952 Brussels Congress that the
structure of the Acts of the Union should be adapted to that of national legisla-
tion, the criterion of which is the postal customer (this would mean transferring
all the compulsory provisions for users to the Convention and Agreements, and
retaining the provisions concerning Postal Administrations only in the Detailed
Regulations). Although the Brussels Congress decided to proceed with the re-
arrangement of the Acts on that basis, it has never been possible to distribute
their contents on those lines (1952 Brussels Documents, I, p. 68; II, pp. 311
and 312).
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The General Regulations, the Convention and its Regulations were declared

"compulsory Acts" in order to maintain the situation which existed before

the 1964 Vienna Congress. All the member countries were then obliged to

accept not only the whole of the provisions governing the organization and

operation of the Union, but also the general provisions of the interna-

tional postal service and those relating to the letter-post service. This

makes for a clearer distinction between this Act and the Agreements, which

are optional.

The fact that the General Regulations, the Convention and t De tailed

Regulations are compulsory at international level does not exempt member

countries from having the Acts approved at national level in accordance

with their constitutional rules, in conformity with Article 25 (3). Also,

the principal of "tacit approval" applies in the case of a member country

which has not formally approved the said Acts but nevertheless applies

them. However, this is only additional to the obligation which already

exists in the Constitution.

The optional service is governed by various Agreements. Once member

countries have acceded to an Agreement, they are obliged to implement it.

It seems unnecessary to go into details in this connection.
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(d) In view of what is said at (a) and (c) above, it can be stated that the

Constitution which was concluded at Vienna in 1964 at the Fifteenth Congress,

and came into force on 1 January 1966 , creates the permanent legal basis of

the UPU. The question of "legal renewal" no longer arises.

Such a situation makes superfluous the concept of tacit ratification (appro-

val) of the Convention and General Regulations. The member countries, by

implementing these Acts, are merely applying the provisions of Article 22 (2)

and (3) of the Constitution.

(3) Approval of the Acts of the Union at National Level

9. As regards the necessity for the Acts of the Union to be approved at

national level, it is worth while mentioning below the changes made in the draft

Constitution before it was submitted to the Vienna Congress. The following are

the comments of the Expanded Executive and Liaison Committee ("Documents de la

CEL dlargie 1959", p. 413):

1 For the full text, see UN Juridical Yearbook 1964, pp. 195-202.

2 Constitution, Article 22: Acts of the Union

"1. The Constitution is the basic Act of the Union. It contains the
organic rules of the Union.

"2. The General Regulations embody those provisions which ensure the appli-
cation of the Constitution and the working of the Union. They shall
be binding on all member countries.

"3. The Universal Postal Convention and its Detailed Regulations embody
the rules applicable throughout the international postal service and
the provisions concerning the letter-post services. These Acts shall
be binding on all member countries.

"4. The Agreements of the Union, and their Detailed Regulations, regulate
the services other than those of the letter post between those member
countries which are parties to them. They shall be binding on those
countries only.

"5. The Detailed Regulations, which contain the rules of application neces-
sary for the implementation of the Convention and of the Agreements,
shall be drawn up by the Postal Administrations of the member countries
concerned.

"6. The Final Protocols annexed to the Aots of the Union referred to in
paras. 3, 4 and 5 contain the reservations to those Acts."
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10. "Although in principle we are in favour of abolishing the notion of

'ratification' in the Acts of the Union, we considered it preferable to retain

this method of approval for the Constitution, because the decision to cooperate

within the framework of the UPU raises fundamental questions which depend upon

national sovereignty. We also wanted to respect tradition and take into

account the directives of the Ottawa Congress, according to which ratification

would be retained for the implementation of the organic provisions of the Union.

1. "For the approval of the other Acts, finding a sound sol.tion was a more

complicated matter. The resolution of the Ottawa Congress provided that the

Expanded ELC was to devise a method of putting the technical aa.sures into force

that should be simpler and more rapid than ratification as provided for in the

Ottawa Convention. However, as the choice of procedure for approving interna-

tional treaties depends essentially upon the constitutional laws of the member

countries, efforts to find a satisfactory solution encountered almost insuper-

able obstacles:

"(a) When preparing its first preliminary draft, the Subcommittee for the

General Review of the Convention did not deal with the question of approval

so far as the Convention and the General [egulations were conoernea; it

merely considered the implementation of these two Acts as sufficient proof

of approval by the appropriate national authorities. It should be noted

that there seemed to be no reason why this implementation should cause

legal or practical difficulties, inasmuch as the Convention and General

Regulations were declared 'compulsory Acts' by Article 19 of the Constitu-

tion.

''(b) This basic solution was not approved by the Expanded Committee. A number

of delegations considered that it was impossible not to provide exporessly

for the approval of the Convention and the General Regulations. It was

argued that an express provision was necessary to protect the interests of

member countries of the Union whose constitutional law required the appro-

val of international treaties.



"(c) For that reason, the text finally adopted was that which appears in

Article 23 (3) of the Constitution, which refers, not to 'ratification',

but simply to 'approval' of the Acts of the Union other than the Constitu-

tion. This provision enables countries whose constitutional laws so

permit to consider themselves bound simply by their plenipotentiaries'

signature at Congress, or to approve Acts other than the Constitution by

a simpler system than ratification as at present provided for.

11. "Lastly, it should be mentioned that some countries saw in the exist-

ence of the binding clause in Article 19 of the Constitution an inoompatibility

with countries' untrammelled right to approve or not to approve a treaty.

This objection was overruled by the Committee, which refused to admit the exist-

ence of such incompatibility for a number of reasons, including the existence

of a similar provision in the ITU Convention, which makes the Administrative

Regulations compulsory while also submitting them for the approval of the appro-

priate national authorities (see ITU Convention, Montreux 1959, Article 15)."
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(4) Rs rvaion

12. "he technical character of the Acts o' the Unio, on then handi'r, ad

the fact that Congres: decisions are taken by s oritv - a ric

depeds, upon the Act in question - on the othe.r, deterine the m, o oic setlk'a ing E

the ad&, isoibility of erservations. in the Report on the ork of the ion, 196,

the International Buro au of the UPU published some commento on reervati ons to

5he UPT's cts. These comments are also given in the Unitl e ons Juidical

r 2 L'-270) Theeis h

at he :ime o signature-, catcifico or adeoc o i

exclud'U oratrn the effect oforai prviioco't*~ ~~ ~~al_ t ~su~~. '' <

r v , d espci al i a b nh

are partis to a treaw, i case where- the tretf i

- ess ni are not of great interest to oe -, 9 C se.y ec

aC 2Cnt itution settles the :roblem by providinbinc tcl2 (6), that

any Final Protocols annexed to the Acts of the Union_ sha 1 co:ti the reserva-

17. "This proviion ~c-will make it necessary for counties ir :ir. ;oscil

themselves of a :reservation to submit i r in the form of a pl ave

confirced by oo s for insertion in the Final ProtclC r th et ao;i it

relats. Th Constitution thus oifficially corfirmss the practice cat ha. e

in force ince the "'uon Congress in 1929 anc arose cut oa lu- ofu

Congrec' Doc.uments of the London Congress , Vol. II, p15).

62. "This being co, it must be admitted hiat it is -nc pocible 2r

memnber country to make new reservations after signature of the A of

unless it subjects th reservation to the procedure for amendnert of the A.cs

in the interval betwreen Congresses, to complement the Final Protocol o the ct

conceied .

1'. "e are inclined to believe, however, that at the ti o ad,-- oso 7o

an-: nember country, or of adherence to an unsfned Act, -he mebr country

cornoor.ed may avail itself of an existing reservation. i woul, i fcct, `e

an arnitrary act to r-fuse a country the cene :t of a roservai nc jCyed o

some nr mmber cort ry, although the groun ay be di>e. Let s a

rate that the apoz'1l of a reservatio by aon-ress is mor a tismr of e

admisciility of the <ext of the reservation hacn of the 9K.ia: ; u.



17. As the reservntions take into account the particular cituntic of to,

AdMinistration of each member country which has made them, a situation recogAM 2

by the other parties in the form of a Final Protocol as mentioned under 14 aboe,

there is no provision expressly authorizing the other member cou:tries which are

parties to an Act of the UPU to agply the Act in question as regardE the

dministration of the reserving country with the same reservation, There is, of

course, nothing to prevent a member country from making a courter-yeservation,

but thiL has -ever ocrurred.

The. nivin aeeratio exis ting in favour of a trL lr

no ed tne ho ubmittod for approvai. in this case, a comunicn ma

lrougn i:- t ternaimonal urcau for tin ben eLt of the !iAhic. .. o

member countries is enough. However, if it i desircd, bc>'arn

alter the reservatiors appearing in the Final Protocol, unnniritv is necezsa,

assumaig that ihe-alteration is admissible (see e.g., Article S? D the

Convent ion).

20. "With regard to the unilateral declarations by which meamer countrie

react to a given political situation or handle their relation with sane other

State, they are not, roperly speaking, reservations. Consequently, they are

not subject to any particular procedure, and Lay be submitt& T &y time.

21. "in Vienna, in 1964, several countries submitted daCO nanioco of a

political nature at the time of signature of the Acts. Co grs" . cidud th

hese would be published at the same time as the Acts of the iM-0 Tonresz

and, in accordance fith Article 101 (5) of the 3eneral Regulanicn of the UTI,

notified to the member countries of the Union through diplomatic haqnnls,

together with the decisions taken by Congress (i.e., Acts of tic Mon an other

decisions .

5) Amndments to Acts of the Union

22. The Acts of the Union can be amended either in Congress or between

Congresses when only the technical Acts are concerned (excluding the

Corctitution and General Regulations). The asendments are oade on the basiL of

formal proposals, which can only be submitted by the Postal Administrations of

member countries, the Executive Council or, as regards proposals asomitted iU
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Congress, by the CCPS Management Council in accordance with tho procedure

described in the General Regulations. As to amend.ents to Acts of Congress,

they must be adopted by the requisite majority, which is laid don in each o7

the Acts which it is proposed to amend. As stated above, because the amendments
2to the technical Acts of the Union are very numerous , all the icts, except the

Constitution, are totally renewed at overy Congress; they are treated in the

noalwrna- for the conclusion of treaties, i.e., they are signe a d thce

:r LDre ncoOrding -to eaOL 'iOnicr r-itrlw

Tl ca _ito force :ilultancounly aft era fairly long jeo., evail Oc

to eightnen months after Congress.

23. The leaeral .egglations of the UPU authorize Postal 7 nistrai"-

to amend the Acts of the Union between Congresses. Each Act las W1 the-

majority ecessary for a proposal to become executory; goerally peking, the

majority required for the adoption of an amendment between Congorces is hiher

than that required fOr meetings of Congress. Thus substantive ordmo-ents

require in principle unanimity of the votes cast. Loss inmopt-nt rovisin

can be anended by two-thirds of the votes cast, and a simple majoity i0

required for drafting amendments and for an authentic interpretation.

24. Amendments adopted by a referendum among Postal Admii!Zratios tzk

effect as regards all member countries three months after notification; they

-require no further act of approval.

The management Council's capacity to make proposals is doubly restricted:
irstly, the proposals must arise directly out of opinions exressoed by the

Council or out of the conclusions of studies it has carried out, and secondly,
the proposals must be approved by the Consultative Committee for Postal Studies,
a body consisting of all the member countries and subordinated to the
Yanagement Council.

Receno Congresses have had to consider as many as 1,505 proposals.

The proposal submitted at the 1964 Vienna Congress, i: ravour of the
atolition of the unanimity rule, was rejected (Vienna Documents, , p. 542;

,pp. 9:30 and 9814.



24. The procedure for amending Acts between Congresses, lua own in

irticleu 1:9-122 of the Cneral Regulations, is at preLent ve Litl used.

itmn by yointed out that, out of ninety-ope amnments yfnprtn '*o the

cro~ni n !,hen oTPU, fifty-nine were accepted during the firc r t ty-ve

years of its existence. Since 1947 there have only been six ir amedneat;

this ca he explained by the virtuRl perfection of the technical cts, which

no lorer -eed urgent amendmentz, and by the legislative role o Execunti

0=u0cil .he latt" oy is instructd by ogres o ca co..-

otudie. most of them of L legislative nature. Amendments I 1Ae conotituuio

i r p ic-IaT, can only be made in Congress,

dition in the ordinary poxcedure described Wov ,te 3. xi;t i

D7=7i1 a hoart-term extraordinary consultatior in which 'd. icraticas a½

sometimes infomed tnat those which do not reply within the ti a-11itt laid

doue will be considered to have accepted the cuggestioc. Q Iver, thiL pr0o 1E0

cannot be applied to any amendment of the texts of the Conernti- o 2 reemet

inolucing their Regulations). it is prescribea for urgent cascc hen, <'or

instance, temporary exceptions or derogations are proposed (eg., consultatio

about ompiling land and sea transit rate statistics). Very recently, there

were consultations about some most important questions (such as exceeding the

ceiling of the Union's ordinary annual expenditure). This procedure has eM

criticized by some members of the UPU, on the ground that it was a deregation

from the provisions of the Ottawa Convention, which fixed the annual ceiling

for the period during which the Ottawa Acts would be in force.

toration of the constitution

27. The sponsors of the creation of a TPU lonstitution, whil: coyidering

that it would have a certain stability and would remain unaltorC, rovided

-umber of variations in the article dealing with amendments.

20. It is interesting to note that after lengthy discusion b; the body

responsible for preparing a draft Constitutiny, and also at te Vin 2on g'own,

the latter adocted the same solution as that Waopted for the other Acto renezd

Mor example, the Viona Congress instruteud the 7C io : som fort0
studies, nst of which will have to b terminated by formal proposals to

Conoress.
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9. Article 30 of the Co nstitution reads as follows:

t of the Constitu tion

1. To be adopted, proposals submitted to Cong-ress e, i;
to this Constitution nust be approved by at least two-thirds
of ,he member countries of the TTnion.

2. Ameendments adopted by a Congress shall forn thot subject of
additional protocol and, unless that Congress decides othe
wis, shall enter into force at the sm im the cts
reneTed in the course of the ame Congrs, -l be

r d as oon as pc,:sible by e o -d nh
~ntexts cf su ch a caionhall be - t ii

accordance with the procedure laid down la il 2.

' h alternaire texts which ;re nt adpte by 1o: 0rere

follIo w:

or av 1: "Ame men ts adopted shall come it force as'd i

Dember coutries whe they have been accep ted y t-:thid -' th

couaries in accr.ance nsth their constitutional 'eeICo.

Itercat ive 2: "Arendments adopted by the proccdure laid doa paragraph

all come into force as regards all memoer countries -hen thn have Ce

aci ed by two-thirds of the member countries in acc!,a e ' ith their

cronstitutional rules, within a period fixed by Congress; ti peri0d

nuss not be less than six months from the date on which Congr closed.

ember countries which have not notif'ied their acceptane':ithin this

neriod shall be considered as abstaining ".

31. Thus the classical rules for the creation of commits ens arising

out of i; ternational treaties were not applied.

in Coress by two-thirds of the member cntrtrie -epresented

xr the dis cssin about amennents to lne Cona.ntuc , :se >cre n
do la Co-Jission exscutive et de liaison (-iargi) 1959", . 414-16, an
the 19'4 Vienna Conr'ress documents, Vol. II, pp. 1002 an 1003.



IT. Other Decision:s

32. Decisions other than the legislative Acts of the Union doveloped

considerably after the Union was given, firstly, new bodies, and :ecordly new

activities. In this paper we shall be concerned only with the nost

important bodies of the Union, omitting those whose activity is linitied to a

well-defined field and whose decisions are only optional as regards the

member countries, namely the opinions of the CCPS Yanagement --dittee nod he

recommendations of the Training Committee.

u - h tic enInteraetation of the `ets

33.iThe authenti interpretation of the Acts between Congress a i xprnl

entrusted to the Posa- Adm4inlistrations of the member countris, a

effected by referendxu (sce, e.g., the Vienna Ccnvention, Article2 (2) (c"

fer an nterr etti on by the Executive Council had been chIltlened, the

Union(decded in 153 that only interpretations approved by refercndum are

binding. However, duly adopted interpretations by Congress - a prerogative

inherent in legislative bodies - are also binding.

-4. 11 other i terpretations which any UPU body may have to give -

especially the Executive Council or the International Bureau u:nich gives i.s

opinion on a question, whether in dispute or not, at the request of the parties

concerned: see Article 112 (2) of the General Regulations)-are not binding.

111t the outset (1874) there were only the Universal Postal Congress acd
the International Bureau; in 1947 (Paris Congress), the Executive and
Liaison Committee (the present Executive Council) as an administrative body
representing the Union between Congresses; then, in 1957 (Ottawa Congess),
the Consultative Committee for Postal Studies, an advisory body responsible
for technical, economic and operational studies, together with its executive
body, the Zanagement Council, were set up (see now Articles 17 and 18 of the

Tostitution and 102, 104 and 105 of the General Regulation; lastly, in

964 (Vienna Congress), a Training Comittee composed of four members of the
0 an.d four nembers of the CCPS Managenent Council, under the cha of

the Executive Council, was set up (1964 Vienna Congress, Resolution C 12).

2
~nterpretations have not been much favoured by the UPUT. mhe only

authentic trpretation between Congresses since the Second 'orld War was i-
1954, and related to air-mail correspondence. Congresses do not use tii
typ Cf d*ecision.



. ome comments on other dcisions of Congress, the Executive Council

and the i ternational Bureau are given below:

. Originally, Postal Congresses had a prely legislative fuction; r

that their activity covers, inter alia, the administrative field of the UPU,

decisionz in that field generally take the form of resolution:, Mich are

binding upon the bodies to which they relate. Among the resolutions which

al 37.l~ Conre O r conations anod hea Mopnionso tae i _1 noidn

vot& 10 corac ZhArii 21 (4)7 of 'th' 10M MO n

upo ohe 'ininistrations 0ith which thoy are mainly concere -Q a aoca

tes the outcomo of 2 proposed amerament to the Veto -hic. n : adipted

but tho ooject of which deserves thc attention o Postal Ad.ni.tvtions.

T2. It should be noted that, for the firot time in th, hir of the,

or 'ntvies ree<ved from the Austrian Government notification of al

decisiois taken by the Vienna Congress. All the decioions of Congres

have also been published together with the respective icts.

See, e.g., Rolution C 22, on the immediate implerenta ion of he
provisions adopted by the Vienna Congress in connection with hecutiv -
Council and the CCPS Yanagement Council; Resolution C 18, containing the
approval of the COPS studies orogramme and its implementation; esolution 12,
on the organization of vocational training; Resolution C 14, on the organiza-
tion of the work of the international 3ureau, etc.

2 Hitherto, only Acts drawn up by Congress were notified through
diplomatic channels.

t the same Vienna Congress, political declarations made unlaterall
by various delegations during Congress or on signing the Acts werc for the
firsL time grouped together under the title "Declarations >d * Migvtuv'

of th lct". These are not strictly "decisions", since re id . 5i have
to state its views about them.



"h Mary' of the 20 H a-,1Y 0

MW iM ouncilf Qe e

=!"y o the internal operation of the n o it 2111 itslsrrg

Un un's budget i accordance vith the 3eneral 10lti

!'AN, etc.).

40, in the postal field, the Council is enmowered ta a s on

rue sins assigned to it by Conresz or adopted a, its cw. 7o e.1r,

i principle it is not authorized to take deions or "t of the r

of suck studies if the decision would comit 7pU merbers. t !th zst, the

Council cn draft proposed amendments to the Acts Fo- sumisszr to Cress

or submit them to a referendum of member cowuntres betwee' rowrpsseso.

41. The Council can also make recommendations of a opi .r n :r

the W:inistrations of memboer countries,

(A nernational Bureau"

42. The International Bureau, a permanent body servin a= a lior,

information and consultation body for Postal Administrations Krticle 20 of

the Consitution), is not empowered either to take decisions regarding We

postrl service or even to make propomals for the amendment of the ets, to

part of its activity, it can be instr7-cted to Mudis or Vo Va- it's

vie o imple qeisbut these views are l Qo12ory ; similarly

the ic2s exprered by the Bureau at the requo' YT 9dmiist <in' ar, pur'ly

f- "i'rmation nd, ac such, in no way

he .ienna Congress entrusted the Council with sore forty legislative
nf dmrsrati2 studies. The same congre' n-" had to carwie9 1 l ge

number of proposals by the EC for the amendment of the 'ts. t the moze0,
the Council has just submitted to the Administrations Of cuter countries n
proposed amendment to an article in the Detailed Regulations of the 7onvention,
the ariendmernt of which is necessary owing to the measures taken in virtue A
rticle 108 of the General Regulations, which deas with the languages used

for ublishing the Union's documents.

lee, e.g., the recommerdation on the use DO a no7 nrotl n orm -
1T circula- 155/0966.
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osof ticle4o

Su-ch cases ar-e very rare, an,', thney h-ave hcaace aiisrie

ac. It c ca eSaid th`fati rnil, hfeson

ooflos of ine Uniton no power to (raw up cl-uses

u-pon nember countries or their Postal Amntrations;

(b by an interpretation of the acts adopted by the Adzi½ ces beWee:

Congresses;

(c) indircctly, as members of a collective bod.y, by decisi ecting that

body or adopted by it.
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Foreword

This paper describes the experience of the Internat-

ional Civil Aviation Organization in the implementation of its

decisions and is entitled: "The International Civil Aviation

Organization-A Case Study in the Implementation of Decisions

of a Functional International Organization".t

The subject is examined under three broad headings:

(1) Technique of making decisions legally binding and practi-
in ICAO

cally effective; (2) Techniques available/to encourage compliance

with decisions, and (3) Specific topics and questions.- Item,

(1) is concerned with the theories. underlying the effectiveness

of decisions of international organizations working in the

functional field. Item (2) examines the methods of adoption of

ICAO regulatory material and the process followed in its implem-

entation. Item (3) discusses various topics gnd questions posed

by the sponsor of the conference for which the paper was prepared;

it gives a sampling of ICAO experience in the implementation of

a wide variety of decisions including decisions other than

those concerned with the adoption of regulatory material.

Briefly, ICAO is a specialized agency in relationship

with the United Nations, established under the Convention on

International Givil AViation (Ghicago, 1944), with some

114 contracting states now belonging to it and having juris-

diction over matters pertaining to international civil aviation.

One of the important tasks of ICAO is to adopt tec#nical

regulatory material and regional plans with a view to ensuring

the safety, efficiency and regularity of international civil

aviation. ICAO is also active in the economic and legal

fields, and also performs a substantial amount of work under

the United Nations Development Programme.

t The paper was prepared for presentation to a conference

of legal advisers and other officials of international organ-

izations, held under the auspices of the American Society of

International Law, at Bellagio, Italy, from 26 to 31 August 1967,

to discuss the subject: "Decisions of International Organizations:

Effectiveness in Member States".

ft 34 U.N.T.S.. 295(1948).



I. Technique of making decisions legally binding and practically effective

1. Preliminary comments

The theme of the.Conference is: "Decisions of international

organizations: effectiveness in member states". This theme may

be examined in relation to the decisions classified in different

ways and the classifications may vary from organization to organization.

The decisions of a functional international organization like ICAO

may be classified and examined under various headings of which the

following are examples:

(1) Form

Treaty, organizational decision, resolution, recommendation

and consensus.

(2) Subject-matter

Constitutional, adlministrative, technical, economic, legal

and technical assistance.

() Terms

- Hjortatory: Such decisions do not impose legal obligations;

but the extent to which they influence the

behaviour of a state is important.

- Binding: Such decisions impose legal obligations.

- Mixed: Such decisions contain both hortatory and

binding provisions.

The decision of an international organization ill be

effective to the extent to which it can be implemented. The prospects

of implementation will be affected by such variable factors as the

following: Time of adoption of decision; issues involved; nature of



size of majority, unanimity, states voting for and against,

abstentione; language in which decision framed; methods and means

available for implementation; extent to which expectations of

member states of organizations are raised by decisiornand

sanctions.

No attempt is made here to comment on the foregoing items

in detail; but some of them will come up for consideration in the

discussion below.

2. Extent to which decisions are binding

There has been much discussion concerning the extent to which

decisions of international bodies are to be considered to be

legally binding upon member states of international organizations.

One commentator writes of "the rather indefinite line that separates

binding from non-binding norms governing international behaviour".

Much depends on whether the decisions are concerned with the

internal operations of the organizations (states will usually accept

financial obligations under the regular budget for regular operations)
4

or with important substantive issues in respect of which the

constituent instrument gives certain powers to the decision-making

body. The form of the decision, the variables applicable to it and

the sanctions for non-compliance are important factors in assessing

the extent to which a resolution is binding. Many resolutions are

couched in hortatory terms which clearly put them into the class of

recommendations in relation to states; but they may, at the same

time, contain binding instructions for subsidiary bodies of the

organization.

A distinction can be made between I'law-creating" and "law-

applying" resolutions of an international organ. There are relatively

few of the latter in international bodies if constitutional and

internal housekeeping resolutions are disregarded. As to the latter,

+i+h-oi+-v -Po-r t-he no-nosition that resolutions dealing with



the internal operati lis of the United Nations have the status

6
of law. But even if 'esolutions are not backed up by legal

sanctions, i.e., san ;ions expressly stated in the constituent

instruments of the organization concerned, they could nevertheless

be called "law-making" in a broad sense on the ground that

reasonable community expectations with respect to the behaviour

of states in conformity with these resolutions are a much more

important indication of the existence of law than is the formal

language accompanying the standard-setting act.
7

The technique for making decisions legally binding can

vary widely and may be shaped in some cases by the form of the

decision, i.e., the enacting language, the extent to which the

decision has a solid foundation in the constituent instrument

itself, and in others on the preparation and adoption of a solemn

instrument opened for signature and ratification in due course.

These items, too, will be examined in relation to ICAO.

Leaving aside other types of decisions (involving, for

example, the adoption of conventions) by international deliberative

organs, it may now be of interest to examine the varied language

used in some of the resolutions of the 15th Session of the ICAO

8
Assembly and then to consider typical Council resolutions and

decisions. If this material is examined in the light of the above general

considerations, it is seen that not too many ICAO decisions have

binding force.

I)pcisions of the ICAO Assembly run the gamut from hortatory

resolutions addressed to states, through instructions to subsidiary

organs of ICAO, to resolutions binding on states and concerned witl;

the adoption of the budget and scale of assessments on states. 
By
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way of example, here are varied terms taken at random from the
9

resolutions of the 15th Session of the Assembly: "urges the

Governments" (A15-1); "reiterates its request ... to recipient

States" (A15-4); "draws the attention of recipient Statc:" (A15-4);

"reminds recipient States" (A15-4); "reaffirms the validity of

Resolution..." (Al5-4); "reaffirms the need for user and provider

Contracting States to give serious consideration" (A15-5); "invites

States to examine"(A15-5); "strongly condemns" (A15-7); "requests

all nations and peoples of the world" (A-15-7); "urges South Africa

to comply" (A15-7); "declares that the Appendices.. .constitute the

consolidated statement of continuing air navigation policies" (A15-8);

"resolves" (A15-8 and Appendices, but the various sub-resolutions

to the main resolution are mostly hortatory); "encourages Contracting

States" (A15-21); "resolves that the Contracting States should

continue to review periodically their national procedures and

practices" (A15-23); "that the Contracting States should report

to ICAO" (A15-23); "resolves that ... there is hereby authorized

for expenditure ... " (Budget Resolution) (A15-26); "resolves

that the budget appropriations shall be financed as follows:

by assessment on Contracting States" (A15-26 ); "directs the

Council" (A15-l); "requests the Council" (A-15-1) and "requests

the Secretary General" (A15-1)-

Save for th'e budgetary resolutions, it could hardly be said

that merely because resolutions of the Assembly include such words

as "resolves" and "declares", they are binding on member States

of ICAO. Many resolutions of the Assembly are directed, to the

Council and "request" it, "instructl it, "intite" it to do certain
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things or "apprcre" action taken by the Council. States

could be indirec ly affected, though not necessarily bound by,

some of these re; olutions which, for example, might bind the

Council to proc -e certain i nformation from States.

It may alsi be observed that many decisions of the Assembly

will be found il reports of its various committees and commissions

as approved by tle As sembly in plenary meetings and will not be

in the form of a resolution.

The practice of the ICAO Council (a 27-member body) in making

decisions is to adopt formal resolutions only rarely. When formal

resolutions or declarations are adopted, they are intended to have a con-

siderable moral effect. For example, the Council has adopted

formal resolutions in relation to the interpretation of Article 5
10

of the Convention, the elimination of burdensome insurance requirements,

the elimination of double taxation in relation to certain aspects of

international air transport and the use of international airports

by many types of international civil aviation without any

unnecessary restrictions 12

Of specific interest are the Council resolutions used for

the adoption of Annexes to the Convention. These resolutions are

founded on specific provisions of the Convention which spell ott

the procedure for the adoption of Annexes. They have changed but

little since their original pattern was established in 1948.

The extent to which they are binding will be discussed

later.

3. Sanctions and the question of practical effectiveness

of a decision

The form of the decision does not tell the whole story of

the extent to which it is binding. It is also necessary

to examine the question of sanctions for non-compliance with, or

non-implementation of, the decision by States.



On the national level, a powerful inducement to a citizen to
comply with a law is the sanction stipulated for non-compliance, the
sanction often being in the form of a fine or imprisonment or both.

Since the members of intergovernmental international organizations

are sovereign states, relatively few written sanctions are found in

the constituent instruments of these organizations.

Much of the writing on the subject of practical effectiveness

of the decisions of international organizations has been about the
effectiveness of the resolutions of the United Nations General Assembly
where the political content is high and effective sanctions, apart from
power considerations, low.1 3 A number of authors, however, have
examined the effectiveness of decisions of functional international
organizations, e.g., those concerned with communications and welfare.l+
Here, the international sanctions will reside in the non-participation

of the non-conforming member state in the benefits flowing from
observance of the norms stipulated in decisions of the organization.1 5

In writing of the International Monetary Fund, one author draws the
distinction between legal sanctions (e.g., those which the organization
itself may impose or which other member countries may take) and natural
sanctions which, through the nature of the activity in question, will
result from non-compliance with its laws. A breach of economic
laws could lead to economic ruin and of aeronautical laws, to a
disastrous accident. Some of the. legal and natural sanctions found
in the case of ICAO decisions will be examined later.

Sanctions other than the above would include the following:
direct retaliation by governments concerned; adverse reaction of
governments other than those immediately concerned; political criticism
from non-complying government's own constituents; sense of having
breached the moral norm inherent in the law-maker (i.e., the organization)
as the representative of the community expectations.

One may now consider what has been called the "normative function
of the organized international community".18 If this community
establishes an international organization to enact norms
for the performance of a particular activity (e.g., international
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civil aviation), enactment of these norms, depending on the

clarity of their definition and the form in which they are enacted,

will raise community expectations of compliance with them even

where, in the interests of flexibility, states are permitted to

contract out. It follows that if states wish to participate in and

benefit from that particular form of activity, they ought to recognize

and observe these norms as the price of their participation.9 This
20

involves the "sanction of reciprocity". Non-compliance with the

norm entails a disentitlement to enjoyment of the activity in the

company of other states belonging to the norm-establishing organization.

ICAO has a large normative function, although a limited

legislative role, in so far as concerns the adoption of some of its

technical normative material. By far the greater part of its

decision-making power in this regard is concerned with the adoption

or approval, as the case may be, of standards, recommended practices

and procedures as well as regional plans for equipment and services

in respect of which states are free to file differences.

True, there is a formal desirability of notification of non-

compliance by a state with regulatory material due to the lessening

of community expectations in the event of non-compliance by that

state. But notification is also substantively desirable in order

that those engaged in international air navigation may know the technical

conditions under which the flight of an aircraft is going to be

performed at any particular point in the ICAO constituency.

Before the discussion on sanctions is closed, it will be

appropriate to give the following examples of sanctions in the

Chicago Convention that wpuld serve to bring about compliance with

decisions of the Assembly and Council:
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(1) Failure to pay, within a reasonable period, contributions

to the regular budget voted by the Assembly may lead to suspension

22
of voting power in the Assembly and in the Council.

A , vm riot I1, it 1. I wIIfi t I I. nii w.I I d i N -F It,(' I3

of airworthiness and certificates of competency and licefnes of

personnel issued or rendered valid by another contracting state in

which the aircraft is registered unless the requirements under which

such certificates or licenses were issued or rendered valid are equal

to or above the minimum standards which may be established from

time to time pursuant to the Convention.23 The standards

in question would be those adopted by the Couniil and found 
in

Annex 1 (Personnel Licensing) and Annex 8 (Airworthiness). Non-

compliance of a state with the standards adopted by the Council

for the certificates and licenses concerned would lead to the

non-recognition of these documents for the purposes of international

air navigation. The Convention provides for endorsement of

certificates and licenses, which fail to satisfy the international

standards and prohibits the aircraft or personnel concerned

from participating in international air navigation, except with the

25
permission of the state or states whose territory is 

entered.

(3) Depending on the circumstances, under thapter XVIII 
of the

Convention, a final and binding decision on a disagreement concerning

the interpretation or application of the Convention and its Annexes

may be rendered by the Council, the International 
Court of Justice

or an arbitral tribunal. The Convention

provides for compliance with such a decision and stipulates 
the

following penalties:
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- If the C;uncil has decided that an airline of a

contractin state is not conforming to a final decision as

described aiove, each contracting state undertakes not to

allow the cperation of the airline through the airspace above

its territ:ry. 27

- The Assembly shall suspend the voting power in the Assembly

and in the Council of any contracting state that is found in

default under the provisions of Chapter XVIII.2
8

The fact that a disagreement concerning the interpretation or

the Convention or of

application of/an Annex (which is, through a Council decision, adopted

and subsequently becomes effective and applicable) can be brought before

the Council could be an incentive to compliance with the Convention and,

in the case of Annex,with the related Council decision adopting it.

One may now turn to a detailed consideration of the pursuance

of the objective of the practical effectiveness of decisions under

various headings.

4. Pursuance of objective through adoption of

(1) New treaty

Inter-governmental conventions and agreements have been

adopted by an ICAO body or by conferences held under the auspices

of ICAO. All of these documents have been subject to ratification,

adherence, acceptance or some form of consent of the states concerned

Examples of such documents are:

- Convention on the International Recognition of Rights

in Aircraft, adopted by the Assembly at its second session

29
at Geneva in 1948.

- Convention on Damage Caused by Foreign Aircraft to Third

Parties on the Surface, adopted at an International

Conference on Private Air Law, held under the auspices of

ICAO at Rome in 1952.
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- Agreement on North Atlantic Ocean Stations 
adopted at

an International Conference held under the auspices 
of

31
ICAO at Paris in 1954.

(2) Organizational decision

Examples of an organizational decision in ICAO might be

the action taken by the Assembly or Council in 
adopting their rules

of procedure which are binding on states participating 
in meetings

of those bodies (Chicago Convention, Arts. 49 (d) and 54 (c)).

(3) Resolution

In ICAO there are resolutions of the Assembly, 
various

resolutions of the Coundl and those emanating from 
various subsidiary

bodies (e.g., Air Navigation Commission, 
divisional meetings, iegional

meetings, meetings of the Legal Committee, 
conferences). None of the

resolutions of bodies below the level of the 
Council would have

binding force, though the Air Navigation Commission 
adopts some

normative

regulatory/material to which the contracting-out 
prindciple

applies.

(4) Recommendation

Recommendations may be adopted by bodies 
such as those listed

in the preceding paragraph. They are not binding.

(5) Consensus

The use of the consensupprocess is increasing 
in ICAO as

elsewhere in the UN famlly, though the decisions reached 
through

this process are no more or no less binding 
than decisions reached

through other processes.

5. EncoUragement of governments

(1) goordination of policies

A good example ot' a resolution encouraging governments to

coordinate policies is the Assembly resolution containing the
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consolidated stat ment of cc tinuing ICAO policies relating

specifically to a:-r navigat n. Many

provisions of this resoluticr in effect urge governments to adopt

the same policy in regard tc specified matters.

(2) Enactment of consister t municipal legislation

The very purpose of the adoption of Standards, Recommended

Practices and Procedures, and other regulatory material, by ICAO,

is to encourage governments to enact consistent municipal legislation

which will include this material. Thus, the forewords to ICAO

Annexes contain the following note:

"Use of the text of the Annex in national regulations:

The Council, on 13 April 1948, adopted a resolution

inviting the attention of Contracting States to the

desirability of using in their own national regulations,

as far as practicable, the precise language of those ICAO

Standards that are of a regulatory character and also of

indicating departures from the Standards, including any

additional national regulations that were important for the

safety or regularity of air navigation."

Obviously, much of the material in the Annexes cannot be incorporated

textually into national regulations and some of the provisions will

require amplification. (e.g., certain provisions of Annexes 6 -

Operation of Aircraft and 8 - Airworthiness of Aircraft). But a

great number of the Annex provisions, especially those in Annex 2 -

Rules of the Air, can be found, without textual change, in national

regulations.

Conventions on air law adopted by ICAO-sponsored conferences

36
can lead to consistent municipal legislation. Countries of the

British Commonwealth tend to append the text of a convention as a

3s
schedule to enabling legislation. In the United States, however,
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ratification of, or adherence to, a convention makes it the law of

38
the land without the necessity of enabling legislation.

Certain decisions of the Council not concerned with SARPS*

can produce consistent municipal legislation. For example, the

definition of scheduled international air service adopted by the

39

Council in 1952 has been incorporated in the national laws of

40
some contracting states or used by states in practice.

6. Inducement of governments to undertake formal obligations to act

The various ways in which governments are induced by ICAO

to undertake formal obligations to act will become apparent from

what is stated in the discussion on implementation below.

T. Circumstances in which the "binding" decision (whether cast as a treaty

or an action formally approved by prescribed voting procedures in the

international organization) becomes directly effective upon the nations

of member states without the requirement of further goverment action

The Council resolved, in adopting Annex 2 (Rules of the Air)

in April 1948 and Amendment No. 1 to that Annex in November 
1951,

that the Annex constituted "Rules relating to the 
flight and manoeuvre

of aircraft" within the meaning of Article 12 of the 
Convention. Over

the high seas these rules apply without exception 
since Article 12

provides, inter alia, that

* Standards and Recommended Practices.
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Cu r o h ai r7 siiall be thosce, I;a toed /fy

the Councig under this Conventio n."

Therefore, when the Council adopts rules of the air and declor-eo

that they are applicable over the high seas, they apply to aircraft

of ICAO contracting states and the air crew on board without any

further implementing action being required on the part 
of those

states other than to take steps to ensure compliance 
by their aircraft

42

and crew members with the rules so applicable.

A Council decision which adopts and provides for the

eventual coming into effect and applicability of 
international

standards on pereonnel licensing (Annex 1) can, 
through the operation

of Articles 39 and 40 of the Convention, bind persons to comply with

that decision provided that the state issuing 
or validating the license

has not filed with ICAO differences relating 
to the standards which

the Council decision makes otherwise applicable 
to the class of

according to Article 39,

license or certificate concerned. Thus,/any person holding a license

who does not satisfy in full the conditions 
laid down in the interna-

tional standards relating to the class of license 
of certificate

which he holds shall have endorsed on or attachedto his license a

complete enumeration of the particulars in which 
he does not satisfy

such conditions. Admittedly, the state has to intervene

in order to make the endorsement on the license. 
But once the

endorsement exists, the Convention applies directly 
to the holder

in Article 40,

of the endorsed license and stipulatesithat no personnel 
having such

a license "shall participate in international fir/ navigation,

except with the permission of the state or states 
whose territory

is entered".
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Another example of a binding decision being directly

applicable to a national of a contracting state would be the

imposition of a penalty (namely, denial of permission to fly

internationally) on an airline of a contracting state where the

airline is not conforming to a decision rendered by the Council in

the case of a dispute concerning the interpretation or application

of the Convention or its Annexes.

Such a case of non-compliance has not yet arisen.
in ICAO

II. Techniques available/to encourage compliance with decisions

1. General

The question of implementation of ICAO decisions will now be examined

in detail. Routine decisions of the Assembly and Council request states

to take appropriate action and to advise the Secretariat of the

action tken.. Similarly, certified copies of conventions adopted

at meetings held under the auspices of ICAO are sent to states with

44~
the request that they become parties to these documents. Requests

in regard to matters such as the foregoing may also be made orally

through contact of Secretariat officials with national officials.

These are all relatively routine techniques.

It is in the area of implementation of-the ICAO normative

material (standards, practices, procedurea and air navigation

plans for facilities and services) that ICAO has developed detailed

techniques for implementation. Because ICAO experience in this kind

of implementation has been so vast, the relevant techniques will now

be described in detail. before this description is given it will be

necessary to examine the ICAO normative material

and the method of its adoption and approval as the case may be.



2. ICAO regulatory material and air navigation plans

With a view tc 3ecuring the highest practicable degree of

uniformity in relation to aircraft, personnel, airways and auxiliary

services in all matters in which such uniformity will facilitate and

improve air navigation, ICAO adopts international standards,

recomended practices and procedures dealing with a wide range of
45

subjects. It also approves regional plans covering facilities and

46
services reqiired for air navigation. The various types of the

foregoing material will now be discussed.

(1) International Standards and Recommended Practices (SARPS)

These are adopted by the Council in accordance with

Articles 54 (1), 37 and 90 of the Convention on International Civil

Aviation and are designated, for convenience, as Annexes to the

A two-thirds vote of the Council is required for adoption of an Annex.

Convention./ The uniform application by contracting states of the

specifications comprised in the International Standards is recognized

as necessary for the safety or regularity of international air na-ri-

gation,while the uniform application of the specifications in the

Recommended Practices is regarded as desirable in the interest of

safety, regularity or efficiency of international air navigation.

Knowledge of any differences between the national regulations or

practices of a state and those established by an International Standard

is essential to the safety or regularity of international air navigation.

In the event of non-compliance with an International Standard, a

state has, in fact, an obligation, under Article 58 of the Convention,

to notify the Council of any differences. Knowledge of differences

from Recommended Practices may also be important for the safety of

air navigation and, although the Convention does not impose any

obligation with regard thereto, the Council has invited contracting

states to notify such differences in addition to those relating to

International Standards.
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(2) Procedures for Air Navigation Services (PANS)

These are approved by the Council for worldwide application.

They comprise, for the most part, operating procedures regarded as

not yet having attained a sufficient degree of maturity for adoption

as International Standards and Recommended Practices, as well as

material of a more permanent character which is considered too

detailed for incorporation in an Annex, or is susceptible to frequent

amendment, for which' the processes of the Convention would be too

cumbersome. As in the case of Recommended Practices, the Council

has invited contracting states to notify any differences between

their national practices and the PANS when the knowledge of such

differences is important for the safety of air navigation.

(j) Regional Supplementary Procedures (SUPPS)

These have a status similar to that of PANS in that they are

approved by the Council, but only for respective application in the

48
eight geographical regions established by ICAO both to cater

for different types of flying operations and to facilitate detailed

planning of needed facilities and services to support 
these operations.

They are prepared in consolidated form, since certain of 
the procedures

apply to overlapping regions or are common to two or more regions.

More often than not the SUPPS are approved by the President of the

Council under delegated authority. If states have differences

in respect of SUPPS, they are encouraged to notify them to ICAO.

(4) Regional Plans

Plans for the eight ICAO regions include the enumeration of

many tens of thousands of facilities to be established and operated

or services to be rendered, at points that ICAO regional meetings

have defined and that the Council has approved, after review of the

reports of these meetings by the Air Navigation Commission.



Under the Convention each state is individually

responsible for providing the recommended facilities and services

within its territory, albeit "so far as it may find practicable"

(Article 28). But financial and technical resources vary widely

between states in a region and this poses a problem in implementation

of regional plans.

(5) Development of SARPS, PANS and SUPPS

The development of SARPS and PANS will serve to indicate

the great extent to which states are consulted in advance of their

becoming applicable and this in itself is a step towards implementation.

(a) Divisional-type meetings (open to all contracting states),

panels of limited membership and other bodies prepare recommendations

for SARPS and PANS, or for amendments thereto. The steps in

this operation are broadly as follows:
Air Navigation Commission

- The / decides that such a meeting should be held and a

final decision thereon is taken by the Council.

- States are consulted on the agenda and comment on advance

documentation.
- Documentation from the Secretariat, contracting states and

international organizations is placed before the meeting.

- The report of the meeting is reviewed by the Air Navigation

Commission in the light of comments received from states,

international organizations and the Secretariat.

- The finalized SA1PS and PANS are submitted to the Council for
49

adoption or approval as the case may be.

(b) The Council adopts the SARPS in a formal manner and the

resolution of adoption stipulates, inter alia:

(i) Effective date: This is the date by which the Annex becomes

effective unless in the meantime the majority of the contracting

50
states have indicated their disapproval. To date, there has

been no such indication of disapproval.
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(ii) Date of applicability: This is the date by which contracting

states are to be ready to implement and, if unable to do so,

are obliged to notify ICAO of differences between their own

national practice and that established by the international

51
standards contained in the Annex. This

gives the other contracting states notice of the inability
state

of the notifying/to satisfy community expectations arising

out of the adoption of Annexes and amendments thereto. In

practice, states are requested to notify differences with

regard to Recommended Practices since, as stated above,

knowledge of these differences may be important for the

safety of air navigation.

(c) PANS and SUPPS (which heing concerned with the detailed

application of SAPRS, need not originate as recommendations 
of

meetings) are approved (not adopted) by the Council, there being

no two-thirds majority vote required for approval of this material

as in the case of the adoption of SARPS52

Since the fact of the approval of the PANS and SUPPS leC,

to community expectations in regard to the way in which -ir

navigation will be carried on, here also there 
ir d functional need

for the notification of differences. Therrore, states are

requested to notify differences to iiAb and SUPPS, even though not

obliged to do so under the Convention.
Air Navigation

(6) Develoment of Regional/Plans

The plans for air navigation facilities 
and services needed

in a region and for regional procedures to be applied are developed

at Regional Meetings as recommendations to the CouncfY 
and, after

review by the Air Navigation Commission, are approved by the Council.
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(7) Normative material on facilitation of international

air transport

The ICAO normative material on facilitation 
of inter-

national air transport is developed and adopted 
in a manner

similar to that applicable to technical items. Annex 9 to the

Convention contains Standards and Recommended Practices on

facilitation of international air transport. 
These provisions

aim at (i) eliminating all unessential documentary requirements,

(ii) simplifying and standardizing the remaining forms, (iii)

providing certain minimum fadilities at international airports

54
and (iv) simplifying hancling and clearance procedures.

2. Implementation of ICAO normative material

(1) Introduction

From its very inception, ICAO has been pre-occupied

with the necessity for effective implementation 
of its

normative material in the technical field and Regional Plans.

This pre-occupation is reflected in policy 
resolutions on

the subject adopted at the major sessions of the 
ICAO Assembly

and in the constant effort by the subsidiary organs and the

Secretariat to translate policy into action.
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The process of, implementation begins even before the

decision adopting or approving the material to be implemented

becomes applicable. Thus, in the case of amendments to an Annex,

states will be consulted on the agenda for the mectings (whether

of a division open to all contracting states or a panel of limited

membership) at which the draft amendments will be prepared. The

states are asked to send oomments on the working papers, are free

to participate in divisional-type meetings, are consulted by the

Secretariat on all reports emanating from these and other meetings and

have their comments considered by the Air Navigation Commission which

55
approves draft amendments for submission to the Council. States

are also given an opportunity to disapprove material adopted by the

56
Council and will, in any event, be given many months'

warning before an amendment becomes applicable. In addition, prior

to adoption or approval of the material there will be a careful

evaluation of its necessity and the cost of implementation.

The basic steps in the implementation process will emerge

from the ensuing discussion. The exact steps may vary depending on

whether SARPS, PANS, SUPPS or Regional Plans are involved.

In the case of SARPS, PANS and SUPPS, the Council and the

Air Navigation Comission keep the progress in implementation under
57

constant review and file reports with the Assembly which, in turn,

adopts related up-to-date policy statements on implementation. An

outline of some of the problems encountered in the implementation

process and of some of the solutions suggested from time to time will

be found below.

As to Regional Plans, there is a constant attempt to remedy

deficiencies in the plans for facilities and services required for

international air navigation in the eight ICAO regions. The Assembly



receives reports on this subject and also adopts up-to-date

statements. A Special Implementation Panel was established by

9
the Assembly in 195. as a temporary body to

examine the adequacy of Regional Plans and to make appropriate

recommendations. As this was a thorough-going examination, the

problems uncovered by it and the suggested solutions found in its

report winl be given below. This group was succeeded by a Standing

Group of the Council on Implementation established in 1960 to keep

6othe queution of implementation of Regional Plans under review.

(2) Implementation of SARPS and PANS-Problems and solutions
in

The problems arising/the implementation process and the

colutions therefor can vary depending on whether or not the SARPS

are associated with Regional Plans. Nevertheless, in the interest

o2 developing a composite statement of these problems and solution:,

no attempt will be made to discuss them under two separate headings

depending on whether or not the SARPS concerned involve Regional PlanE

The difficulties for states to keep their regulations anI

operating instructions amended to conform to the current provisiqns

of ICAO Annexes (SARPS) and PANS are not inconsiderable; and, as

already stated, there are special difficulties where this regulatory

material is directly associated with the implementation of Regional

Plans which involve the cost of furnishing facilities and services.

After the SARPS and PANS hpve been adopted or approved by

the Council the following sequence of actions is required:

(a) Proper changes made by states and in good time in their

regulations and instructigns. This involves:

(i) The embodunent of SARPS and PANS in the national

legislation or regulations;

(ii) The preparation of manuals or operating instructions

under enabling legi:;lati n;
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(iii) Distribution of ICAO texts for use at rnrtaHatKHPi

(b) The practical application by stateu of the chwgnes. This

entails instructing personnel and, perhaps, obtaining or modUli.

equipment.

Problems

The problems arising in the implementation of SARPS

and PAYS include:

(a) Difficulties ir establishing national aviation legislation

due to lack of personnel skilled in the preparation thereof.

(b) Difficulties in the administration of national air navigation

regulations. Here, it is noted that there is a need for

consistent administrative decisions based upon expert knowledge

of what is required, the exercise of considerable executLve power,

and the support of properly drawn detailed aviation legislatin.

In addition, there must be a constant enforcement of national

aviation legislation by highly qualified persons and many such

persons.

(c) The inability of states to cope with frequent amendments 
to

ICAO regulatory documents due to the frequency and sophisticated

nature of the amendments and the voluminous and scattered ICAO

documentation resulting therefrom. This results in a consideiabl-

backlog of unimplemented material.

(d) The many cases where procedures (e.g., for air traffic services.

communications and meteorology) on the national level are many years

out of date both at air navigation installations and the

headquarters of the national civil aviation department. In 195,

it was estimated in ICAO that perpaps 25 of ICAO contracting

states had been able to maintain the operating instructions at

their installations essentially in step with IAO, another 25%
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(f) The lack of iunds in certain states for pi -ing t:aiod

personnel, services and equipment.

(g) Particular national, regional and environmental conditicas

which can affect implementaion.

(h) The necessity of translating the highly technical language

of the regulatory material from the ICAO texts (in English, French

or Spanish) into the local language or languages of the i:peenti»

state.

Possible solutions

Possible solutions for volving tie problems just mentionei

include the follqwing:

(a) Increase the national administrations capability of takin;

necessary action on all amendments to SARPS and PANS. This can

be done through such varied means as: ICAO Secretariat missinns

to states; United Nations Development Programme projects; the

preparation of guidance documents (manuals, circulars, etc-) that

would assist states in the organization of departments concerned

with such activities as airworthiness, operations and personnei

licensing and in the drafting of specific national regulations;

bilateral arrangements of developed states with developing states;

regional and inter-regional projects; regional civil aviation

training centres; informal Implementation meetings on certain

subjects (e.g., aeronautical maps); development of common services

to serve two or more states and spccial regional teams on imple-

mentation.



(I) Decrease t> frequency and numler of amendments. The

advantag e of slo inr the pace of amerndments would be that it would

assist the admini t rative handling of amendments on the national

level and the inst. t tion of amended practices at operating

installations. Althc igh th 3 solution has been discussed in

ICAO circles, it has I en r jected because basic ICAO documents

must keep up with the m st advanced developments and techniqces.

ICAO specifications shou cot be allowed to become obsolescent Li

a dynamic industry. 01 .rwise, difficulties could arise in areas

of high density traffi and complex traffic. Indeed, in those

areas states introduce ew practices and procedures long bef'ore

equivalent provisions re included in ICAO documents.

(c) Reduce the conten of Annexes to broad basic material. Altn

the transfer of the mo detailed material to PANS would sip i>

the administrative pro ssing of amendments in many states, the

problem of bringing th* amended practices into actual use wouli.

not be greatly reduced.

(d) Consider the possil lity of having two sets of specificatios:

one simplified and stabl , the other complex and flexible. Requie-

ments for stability and flexibility could be reconciled. But the

argument against this is that it would constitute a retrograde

tep. The objective should be to attain universal implementation of

a single comprehensive set of specifications. Any downgrading of

the specifications in respect of less demanding areas would penal-,ze

operators.

The eseential elements to be borne in mind in considering any

change in policy would be
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material on the reportn of differences, preferably in the form

of clear cri teria enabl inr, states to determine readily wie ther or

their indiiriual practices coni tute differences, ThiLs would be

particularly useful to ne w ,ontracting states. An early ste in this

direction was taken as long ago as 1950, when the Council adopted

a set o ,ri.nciples governring the reporting of differences from

64
ICAO Standards, cractices and iroceduren. (See Appendix "A" hereto)

(.) Asse)bly pol icy statements on the implementation of SARPS and 1AS

The rocess of implementation of SARPS and PANS is the ob

of carefull study by the Assembly at its triennal sessions- The

Assembly -olicy statement, adopted in 1965, concerning the formulation

of SARPS and PANS, contains much material on their inplementation.

Even in set4ing the policy concerning formulation of tfe SARPS and

PANS, the resolution is concerned with their eventual implementation.

Thus, after defining the expressions "Standard" and "Recommended

Practice"he re uti , contemplates a high desre

of stability in SARPS so as to achieve necessary stability in national

air navigation regulations; a limitation of amendments, an effort

to ensure complete co-ordination among SARPS and PANS, and freedom

of th Annezes from errors or defects of language; consideration by

States of recommendations for SARPS and PANS or amendments thereto

for a period of three months prior to adoption or approval by the

Council and detailed comments of the states on these recommendations;

the establishment of the date for disapproval so as to allow

study by states during the full period of three months provided in

Article )0 of the Convention and the fixing of dates of applirability

of SARPS in such a way that sufficient time will be allowed to enable

states to complete their arrangements for implementation thereof.
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The Resolution also prov ies that, in considering measures relating

to the application of the provisions of the Annexes, such steps as

may be f'easiblc should be taken to ensure that the preparation of

standards involving the provisin and operation of facilities and

equipment, whilst ensuring safety and regularity, takes into account

the importance of securing the correct balance between the economic

aspects of, and the operational requirements for, such standards.

It is further provided that a programme for the application of

amendments to SARPS and PANS should be followed so that the relevant

national regulations of Contracting States will not be required t-

be amended moredrequently than at intervals of one year66 departures

from this policy taking place only in exceptional circumstances.

Having thus established a policy concerning the development

of the SARPS and PANS which paves the way for their eventual

implementation, the Assembly then proceeds to adopt a policy statement

specifically concerned with their implementation. The Council is

instructed to encourage and foster the implementation of SARPS and

PANS and to assist states in such implementation, using all available
United Nations Programme of Technical Assistance,

means, including the .' technical advice and expert assistance

from the Regional Offices, ard the training activities of the Air
68

Navigation Bureau.

The Resolution indicates that emphasis is to be placed on

the application of SARPS and PANS in specified fields. In the case

of the implementation of programme relating to aeronautical informatia

services and charts, attention is drawn to use to be made of formal and
and

informal regional meetings, experts' assistance to states/the common

use by states of facilities on the basis of bilateral of multilateral

agreements.
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States are to continue and where necessary intensify their

efforts to apply, at their operating installations, practices and

procedureo that are in accordance with the current SARPS and PASS.

States are to consider the practicability of modifying the

internal processes by which they give effect to the provisions of

SARPS and PANS, if such modification would expedite or simplify the

processes or make them more effective.

States are urged to report to ICAO in respect of their

territories all cases of non-compliance with, or ipcomplete

implementation of, SARPS and PANS and, at suitable intervals, to

provide the Organization with reports on the progress 
made in

implementing SARPS and PANS or on the reasons for non-implementation.

The notifications by contracting states of their intent to comply with

or differ from the SARPS and PANS are to be made as fully effective

as possible and contracting states are to be kept currently 
informed

of such notification by: a) requests by ICAO for reports from states

who have fully reported or have never reported; (b) prompt issuance

of notification as supplements to the relevant documents. The

cutstanding differences are to be monitored by the Organization with

the object of encouraging the elimination of those differences that

are important for the safety of air navigation or are inconsistent
69

with the objectives of the international standards.
an

Closely linked to the foregoing policy statement is/Assembly

70
Resolution which permits the Council to deviate from present

policies and practices relative to the content, applicability and

amendment of the Annexes and PANS, other than the provisions 
of the

CQnvention, if it finds such deviation unavoidalble in order to

facilitate the task of states in instituting current ICAO practices

and procedurez at their operating installations.
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(5) Publications used by ICAO as an aid in the implementation przxss

of SARPS and PANS

ICAO prepares various publications as an aid in the

implementation process. These publications include the items

described below.

Supplementary material published with Annexes

The Annexes contain attachments which, in some instances,

include material as a guide to the application of the Annexes.

ICAO Field -Manuals

Field manuals published by ICAO are also an aid in implement-

ation. These derive their status from SARPS and PANS from which they

are compiled. They are prepared primarily for the use of personnel

engaged in operations in the field, as a service to those contrac in

states that do not find it practicable, for various reasons, to

prepare them for their own use.

Technical manuals

ICAO-prepared technical manuals provide guidance and

information in amplification of the SARPS and PANS, the implementation

of which they are designed to facilitate. For example, Dc 7192-

AN/857 Part GEN-1 Training Manual Part GEN-1 - Licensing Practices

and Procedures (1963) containe detailed information for guidance

in the implementation of personnel licensing specifications found in

Annex 1 (PEL). ]llustrative of the details involved in the implement-

ation process are some of the main chapter headings, thus: the role

of the personnel licensing section (PEL) in a civil aviation adminis-

tration; laws and regulations governing licensing; elements of a

license; technical training in relation to licensing; technical

examinations and their relation to licensing; the action of licensing

and licensing staff. The publication contains no less than twenty

detailed appendices.
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TJAO Ciraulars

ICAO Circulars make available specialized information of

interest to contracting states and some of them are of direct use r

the implementation process. For example, CIHCULAR 53-AN/47/5

Flight Crew Fatigue and Flight Time Limitations, 3 rd ed., 1964,

pp. 155, contains detailed material on the implementation of

paragraph t.2.74 of Annex 6 (Operations).

(6) Develooment and impilementation of regulatory m r.ei al on

Faclitation

The development of regulatory material on facilitation is

achieved througr means similar to those used in the development of

re gulatory technical material, Periodic meetings on facilitation

put forward recommendations for standards and recommended practices

which, after review by states and the Air Transport Committee of tne

Council, are adopted by the Council as amendments to Annex 9 to the

Chicago Convention.

The process of implementation, predictably enough, consists

in assistance given by ICAC to states in implementing the facilitation

programme. The means used include co-operation with other international

organizations and appropriate regional meetings of other bodies

dealing with facilitation matters, participation in regional studies

when these have facilitation aspects and arranging of visits to states

by facilitation experts of the Secretariat.

Here, too, the Assembly adopts resolutions exhorting states

to implement Annex 9, to report differences from the provisions of

Annex 9, to continue in their efforts to eliminate those differences

and to liberalize the formalities imposed on international tourist

traffic carried by commercial and non-commercial aviation.7 2
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In 19,8, the &ouncil issued a document stating ICAO's a m

in the field of facilitation. In the view of the Council this

document set forth the needs of international civil aviation in such

a way as to provide a guide to contracting states for future lanning

in this field and to Lnform and assist other organizations interested

in the oromotion of facilitation. A second edition was issued in

196. T.is publication con ains a lengthy section devoted to tne

means of attaining the aims of IQAO in the field of facilitation.

Many of the contracting states have established national

facilitation committees, including representatives from the aviation,

customs, immigration, puolic health and tourist departments as well is

:irline operators to take all the necessary steps for the application of

the provisions of Annex 9 in their respective territories. In a nuiber

of cases, close co-operation has been achieved between states, e-ther

by way of regional meetings or othervise, resulting in a considerable

simlification of border-crossing formalities on flights between.

their territories.
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4.ton of Regional Plans

(1) General

Regional Plans provide for the supply of thousands of items
of services and facilities and involve substantial expenditures forpersonnel and equipment. Therefore their implementation poses

special problems. Financial and technical resources vary widely
between state3 in a region and this poses a problem in implementation
of Regional Plans.

(2) Special Implementation Panel (1956-1959)

The problems involved in the implementation of Regional Plans
and the solutions therefor were stated in detail in a report of the
special Implementation Panel recommended 7speia Iplmetaio Pneby the Assembly in 1956) 74
and appointed by the Council almost immediately after the5AssembThis Panel was composed of the President of the ICAO Council and six

high aviation officials respectively from Brazil, France, Netherlands,
Spain, United Kingdom and United States of America. In view of the
hig-h-level calibre of the members of the Panel and the exhaustive
nature of its lengthy world-wide study, its statement of the above-
mentioned problems and solutions is of permanent interest. A summary
of this statement follows. In reading this summary, it should be noted
that the Panel, by implication, assumes the existence of a civil
aviation organizational structure in each country and also of a
national aviation legislation. That these may not exist on anything



like an adequate scale i> obviQu; -from the difficulties described

earlier in connexion wiih the implementation of SARPS and PANS.

The Panel Reoort containc, so to speak, an inventory of problems

on the operating level where services, equipment and skilled technical

personnel are required.

Problems

75
The problems covered by the Panel's report include the

following:

(a) There is a limit to what can be asked from, or recommended

to, a sovereign state in terms of taking exceptional measures to

remedy a deficiency. (11-4)

(b) The time required to obtain implementation is relatively

longer than desirable. (11-4)

(c) In some cases (e.g., air traffic services) operational,

rather than political considerations should govern implementqtion

so that it should take place in the territory of more than one

state (e.g., Flight Information Regions) or on a regional basis

(air traffic control services). (11-10.3.1 and 10.3.3)

(d) The need for highly skilled personnel. (11-10.3.3)

(e) The need for fewer and larger centres (air traffic control).

(Idem)

(f) The need for states to develop and improve techniques and

practices to meet new requirements and to train personnel to carry

out these techniques and prac ices. (11-10.4.2)

(g) The need for fixed and expendable equipment, new organizatjns,

operating and maintenance personnel educated in new techniques



and for communications to be provided or improved to pernit
rapid and reliable exchange of data. (Ider.)

(h) The pattern of operations may not be an ideal or efficient
one* (11-10.5.3)

(i) The regional plan must reflect valid requirement Best

results will be obtained if entire area can be brought to an
adequate level of performance. (11-10.5,

3 )
(j) The financial difficulties of the government as a whole.
(11-10.5.7)

(k) The structure of civil aviation machinery, or its position
in the overall government organization, is such that its effectiveness
is diminished. (11-10.5.8)

(1) International political complications, (II-1O.j.9)
(m) The ever-present prospect of changes in regional plans is
detrimental to implementation. (11-10.5.10)

The Panel noted a number of special difficulties which it
encountered in its own work in the implementation process: The
poor response to correspondence with states, subsequent to a visit,
containing questions or suggestions for remedial action; the
reluctance of some states to use foreign personnel at least as a
remedial measure, even when funds are available

4 the unwillingness
of states to ask for loans, or to explore how loans might be obtained
using the good offices of the Panel, even when the Panel had suggested
sucn a step; the disappointment on the part of some states that the
Panel had not been able to offer or give assurances of more concrete
help, such as Pifts of money, equipment or personnel, or immediate jointand, lastly,finnci,-:or teclinical assi!;',rice;/the reluctance of aiines to



participate in chemeL which might as;ist to solve some of the

ma.JOr derficiencie2 but where charges for improved services woule

rensult. (Part III.2)

Solut ions

The Implementation Panel suggested the following solutions

for the above-mentioned problems:

(a) Visits to states by experts (e.g., in case of communications).

(11-10.2.2)!

(b) Cooperative measures among states (e.g., in the flight checking

of navigational aids).(II-10.2.6)

(c) Remedy the lack of spare parts (e.g., in case of communications

equipment).(II-10.2.7)

(d) Better salaries and working conditions for personnel so as o

retain them in Government service. (11-16)

(e) Insistence on the importance of international civil aviation

to the state's economy. (11-17)

(f) Technical solutions

(i) ICAO Technical Assistance Programme
technical assistance

- Better share of / funds required for civil aviation

(II-20.1.4)
in regard to technical assistance

- Difficulties/include time required to build up a

complete technical organization; poor salaries for

personnel who are given training. (II-20.1.5)

(ii) Bilateral technical assistance

- Need to avoid duplication of effort or conflicting
technical assistance

advice among those states furnishing / on a bilateral

basis.

(iii) Assistance by ICAO Secretariat.(II-20.3)



(G) Financial 3olutions (I1-21)
could

(i) Government themselves/supply funds, al'hough there are

needs other than those of aviation to be met. (II-21.1)

(ii) Loans from international landing institutions. (II-2i.4)

(iii) Purchase of equipment by instalments. (I-21.5)

(iv) Bilateral financial assistance between states. (II-21.6)
the

(v) Joint financing under/Convention. (11-21.7)

(vi) User charges. (II-2.8)

(h) Operating agencies which act as operating agencies of the

Government and have the advantage of being autonomous and beAter

prospects for recruiting personnel. (II-22)

Desirable characteristics of an instrument of ICO to assist in

implementation

(a) Implementation problems should be tackled on a state-wide or

system (i.e. COM, MET, ATS etc.) basis. (IE-6)

(b) Consideration of the economic aspects of non-implementation

of facilities and services, as well as the purely technical

aspects. (III-?)

(c) High level consultation with states which may be more

productive of results in procuring implementation. (111-8)

(d) Freedom of discussion with states by those authorized to

encourage implementation. (111-9)

(e) Briefing for visits to states. The political, social :ind

economic situation of state visited should be known by those

au torized to encourage implementation. (III-10)

(f) Requests for Council action on problems hindering implementation

should be dealt with expeditiously. (III-11)



(5) Standing Group of Implementation of the Council

The Implementation Panel (19%-1959) is not to be confused

with the d.anding Group of Implementation of the Council. In 1959,

the Assembly called for an effort to ascertain major deficiencies in

76
air navigation services on the main international air routes.

Secretariat surveys were made of three regions.

On considering these reports the Council decided that the machine;

for promoting the implementation of regional plans should take he

form of a standing group with a permanent membership of five

(the President of the Council - Chairman, the President of 'he Air

Navigation Commission and the Chairmen of the Air Transport, Joint

Support and Finance Committees) and a "floating" membership to be

selected by the President of the Council on an ad hoc basis and to

be made up of Representatives on Council and members of the Commission,

Air rransport Committee and Joint Support Committee familiar with a

particular problem or geographical area, and of such persons cutside

77
the Organization as the President might wish to call upon. The Group

is still in existence and meets regularly to consider problems of

implementation.

(4) Assembly policy statement on implementation of Regional Plans

As in the case of SARPS and PANS, the Assembly adopts policy

statements concerning the implementation of Regional Plans. The

preoccupation with implementation is evident even in the Resolution

concerned with the formulation of Regional Plans and SUPPS. Thus,

in 1965, the Assembly instructed the Council to

"ensure that implementation dates in Regional Plans

involving the procurement of new types of equipment be

realistically related to the ready availability of suitable
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78equipment, preferably from more than one source."

79The detailed Resolution on the

implementation of Regional Plans and SUPPS provides for prompt

information to each contracting state of the recommendation applicable

to it for the provision of air navigation facilities and services

under an approved Regional Plan and of the associated implementation

dates approved by the Council; the preparation by contracting states

and the keeping up-to-date of suitable manning plans for the orderly

implementation of Regional Plans; the giving of priority by

contracting states to these items which are of such a nature that

lack of implementation is likely to result in serious deficiencies;

periodical prcgress reports on implementation; criteria for the

reporting of deficiencies (by users to states and by states to ICAO

where there has been no remedial action by the state concerned);

improvement of effectiveness of methods by which deficiencies are

isolated and eliminated, and reduction to a minimum of the time taken

for investigation of reported deficiencies and action on them by the

Organization.

The same Resolution also contemplates various ways and means

of fostering and assisting in the implementation of Regional Plans,

thus: reques.t of a state for assistance from ICAO after exploring

all methods and means for implementation'of Regional Plans with which

that state is concerned; the holding of informal meetings of states

where initiated by states or convened by the Secretary General;

assistance by Council to states; assistance through the Expanded

Programme of Technical Assistance, technical advice and assistance

from the Secretariat and the training resources of the Secretariat;

assistance of states by ICAO Regional Offices, and co-ordination, in



particular at the regional level, of all activities of ICAC

that can contribute to the implementation of Regional Plans.

As to the economi-c and financial aspect; of the im jmizert-ition

of kegional Plans, the An;sembly, in 1965, indicated that before

applring to ICAC for Joint financing under Chapter XV of the

Convention, states would be expected to obtain implementation by

means of loans for capital expenditures, operating agencies, technical

assistance or other means compatible with the Convention. The

Assembly also insisted on the need for user and provider states to

give serious consideration, in particular at regional meetings, to

the economic justification of projected air navigation facilities

and services; requested the Council to assist states, as far as

feasible, in their consideration and evaluation of the economic and

financial aspects of the Regional Pl3ns; directed the Council to

follow closely and analyse pertinent developments in the areas cif

operational research, systems analysis, and cost/benefit methodology

for the information of and possible application by cohtracting states

to planning in connection with air navigation facilities and services,

and,lastly, invited states to examine with other states in the region

w'1hether the implementation of the particular Regional Plan could be

80
implemented through bilateral or multilateral arrangements.

(5) Proposal for the establishment of an Aviation Development Fund

It may be noted that the establishment of an Aviation

Development Fund was proposed at the Fifteenth Session of the Assembly

(1965). The proposal "envisaged a fund to finance projects or

activities designed to implement or assist in the implementation of
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regional and national programmes related to overall

plans of ICAO for the development of civil aviation. 2he Fund

would primarily provide capital and goods (e.g., telecommunications

and navigati'onal aid equipment), but would also cover recurring

expenses for maintenance and operation on a diminishing basis. It

would be administered by an ICAO Executive Committee which woild

approve individual projects of up to five years' duration. The

proposed fund would not compete with or replace existing sources

of air programmes but would be regarded as supplementary to them.81

The Council and its Standing Group on Implementation having examired

this proposal, had doubts as to its practicability, effectiveness and

feasibility, but at the same time pointed out alternative methods

of financing (e.g., bilateral aid, loans from landing institutions).

III. Topics and guestions

1. The Choice of techniques to carry out an agreed course of action

(1) Undertakings of member states in presumably binding form

(Desirability)

The extent to which it will be possible to have member

states of an international organization undertake in binding form

to carrj out a policy or action will depend on many factors. A

prime factor will be any provisions of the constituent instrument

of the organization which may contain an agreement of the member

states to be bound by certain decisions of the organization. In

the absence of such provisions, the decisions of the organization

will, for the most part, be implemented to the extent that compliance

with them is to the mutual advantage of the member states. This is

particularly true of functional organizations where compliance with
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technical regulatory material adopted or approved by them gives

member states the advantage of an ordered

-articipation in a technical activity. For example, in the

Convention on International Civil Aviation, compliance with

technical regulatory material prepared by ICAO will promote, as

contemplated by the Chicago Convention, the "safety, efficiency

and regularity" of international civil aviation.

(2) Varying degrees of legal obligation implied by various forms

of extressing approval by member states

(a) Ratification of the terms of a treaty

A state that ratifies a protocol of amendment to the

83 
tChicago Convention, ratifies or adheres to a convention on air

84
law adopted by the ICAO Assembly or a diplomatic conference

convened under the auspices of ICAP ratifies or adheres to

an agreement adopted by the European Civil Aviation Conference

for which ICAO supplies Secretariat service accepts or accedes

to an agreement on the joint financing of air navigation facilitie!s

and services adopted by a conference held under the auspices of

87
ICAO is legally bound to implement the protocol, convention or

agreement as the case may be. The joint financing agreements

provide for certain modifications subject to the consent of the

contracting states and once this consent is given, the states

are legally bound to hohour their commitments. 8

(b) Failure to make timely objection

If the majority of the ICAO contracting states do not,

within a specified time, register their disapproval with the

Council, of an Annex (or amendment thereto) to the Chicago Convention,
89

the Annex and amendment thereto become effective.
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As has been seen from the description of the process of making

Annexes applicable, the Annex is not absolutely binding on sta- e

even at the date of coming into effect (except in the coe :f

Annex 2 - RuleF;of the Air in so far as it applies over the .ig

seas). But at least at this date, the Annex has a certain form

90for the purposes of the next phase of its life.

It is recalled that Article 38 of the Convention provides

for the obligatory notification of differences to Standards,

Annexffs and amendments thereto. If, by the date on which the

Annex becomes applicable, a state has notified ICAO of differences

between the standards in the Annex material and its national

practice, there is a presumption that it has complied with the

standards in all respects and it is therefore bound to comply with

them, for so long thereafter as it does not notify differences.

But, as has been seen in the discussion on implementation, ICAO

experience shows that a state which has notified no differences

is not necessarily complying in all respects with standards and

Annexes. Non-notification in many instances may imply quite

the contrary position.

The President of the Council has delegated authority -o

approve SUPPS. Proposals for amendments are requested by a state

or group of states and are circulated by the Secretary General t.o

al states considered to be affected. If there is no objection,

the Secretary General circulates the proposal to members of the

Air Navigation Commission and the representatives on the Council

with a request that he be notified within a certain delay (seven

days to three weeks) whether formal discussion is desired. If

there is no request for formal discussion, the proposal is gpproved

by the President of the Council. If, on the basis of the original



inquiry of the Secretary GCeneri , a ctate obeL s , and con,;ul l i

oe10s not remove the objection, the mater will Ibe considered by

the Air Navigation Commission and, if amendment is necessary, by

the Council. There is a similar procedure for consequential

amendments drafted by the Secretary General, although the Air

Navigation Commission can ultimately approve such amendments under

delegated authority. While the failure to make the above-mm-vioned

objections will not make the SUPPS binding, the technique of

absence-of-objection has an important role to play in the process

of consultation which leads to the establishment of a text that

raises community expectations. Again, as in the case of the P.,

while the notification of differences to SUPPS is not obligator%,

it is encouraged if there are differences to notify.

(c) Modification of treaty by qualified majority

The amendments to the Chicago Convention bind only those

states that have ratified the protocol of amendment come into

force only in respect of states which nave ratified them. when

ratified by trLe number of states specified by the Assembly.

(Art. 94(a)) In practice, states have acted so as to com'ly with

constitutional and housekeeping amendments even though they have

not ratified them.? Thus, no states have objected to the convening

of the Assembly less often than annually, to the holding of electi-on

to a 27-member Council instead of a 21-member Council. This dcas

not mean that the non-ratifying states are not free to object.

On the other hand, if an issue were to arise under the amendment

which introduced Article 95 bis into the Convention, this amendment

being concerned with a political matter (cessation of membership,

etc.) difficulties might conceivably be raised by those sates

92
which have not ratified it.
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The Danish-Icelandic agreements on joint financing

provide for their amendment in regard to finances, equipment

and services provided the consent of states responsible for 904
93of the contributions is obtained; and some very substantial

amendments have been made to the agreements in this regard.

ctates not consenting are not bound to contribute to the new

equipment and services. A striking exam.le

of international legislation is that of the adoption by a

two-thirds majority (ld out of 27 members) of the ICAO Council.

of the rules of the air which are applicable withQut deviation
911

over tne high seas. The affirmative vote of 13 ICAC membEr

states can thus bind the remainder of the 114 member states. 9

(d) Voting for a decision

There are certain decisions whibh bind a state whet:er

or not it votes for them. For example, when the Assembly adopsc

the scale of assessments by a majority vote, states in the

minority, or not voting at all, are bound to pay their contri-

butions to the ICAO budgeL.

Cbviously, in the case of the adoption of the rules of

the air applicable over the high seas, only the maximum number

of 27, i.e. the Council member states, out of the 114 ICAO member
states would have an opportunity to vote Nevertheless all 114

states arO bound by the decisiol of the Council.

(e) Voting for a recommendation

It is very doubtful that a state which votes for an ICAO

recommendation has a strict legal obligation to comply with it.'

Much would depend on the nature and content of the recommendation

and each case would have to be examined in the lig nt of the



surrounding circumstances. An affirmative vote of a state

for a recoimmendation could raise an expectation of compliance

by that state with the recommendation.

in the somewhat special case of 
a Recommended Practice

included in an Annex, in respect of which Recommended Practice

only a 2ouncil member state is entitled to vote, heightened expect-

ation of compliance could arise also - vis-a'-vis a non-Council

state that had no opportunity to vote. This expectation would

in

arise from the fact that the Council,/adopting a 
Recommended Practice

included in an Annex, acts on behalf of all ICAO member 
states and

that, in practice, states are encouraged to comply 
with Recommended

Practices and to notify ICAO if they do not comply with them. A

similar situation exists in the 
case of the approval of PA NS 

and

SUPPS. Their approval by ICAO raises 
expectations of compliance in

the absence of notification of differences by 
the states,

(f) Other expressions of consensus

Sometimes a consensus will become 
manifest through a decision

taken in the absence of objection. 
Thus, at the 14th session of

the Assembly in 1962, it was 
agreed, in the Executive Committee and

the Plenary Meeting of the Assembly 
itself, that, in the absence of

objection, states that had not ratified 
the amendment to the Chicago

Convention increasing the number 
of Council seats from 21 to 27 could

both vote in the election for all 
27 Council members and stand for

election.

An important decision was taken 
at the 15th session of the

Assembly in 1965 when the Delegation of Roumania was seated

in the absence of objection. Roumania had previously

deposited an instrument of adherence to the Convention with the



Government of the United StE.tes of America under Article- 92
98

of the Conventiop,

2. • c1 ol effect, of member state;' approval of deciions

(1) The practical significance and the assumed legal effect of a state'?

support and formal vote for a recommendation, resolution, interpretatic-

and formal decision through its representative in an internaticnal

organization

(a) Practical significance: A case has not arisen in clear terms,

except in the case of housekeeping decisions (e.g., assessments for

the budget). It is quite possible for a state to vote for a recom-

mendation and not implement it, although, on the basis of its support

and affirmative vote, there might be an expectation that it mignt

implement. In the case of a consensus, representatives may make it

clear that they participate in the consensus formation without binding

their governments. This happened in the Subcommittee on Article 77 of

the Chicago Convention which reached a consensus on the possibility of

the registration of aircraft of international operating agencies on

99otner than a national basis. At the same time, within the organ

concerned, there may be a strong feeling of loyalty to the consensus

on the part of the members once it has been achieved. 100

(b) Assumed legal obligation: In many cases, a state's support and

vote for a decision does lead to the assumption that it is legally

bound by the decision. Other decisions are binding and any state,

irrespective of whether it votes at the meeting at which the relevant

decision is taken, is bound, for example, to pay assessments once

the scale therefor is adopted by the Assembly; to recognize election

102of the Council once it has taken place; to recognize the



elect ion of thle retident of the Council once he nas been
103

elected by the Counc and to acknowledpe a Counc dec-

ision uner .uticle 8? of the Conv-ntion as bin in . £he

contracting-Out princi'.le would not apply to uch decisions.

.tates will, on occasion, act as thou,,h bound by decisions

that they have not ratified. For exaple, they so -ct in

relation to arendments to the Convention concerning the

holdin- of sessions of the Assembly l-ss often than an-
109

nually and the election of a Council of twenty-seven

members instead of tw!nty-one.

(2) Instances in which na:iol authorities have acted to

carry out decisions of an internation;:l orgnniLi tion

even thouh their representt.Ves have not voted for

tnem, or have actively opeoned tcm in the internat-

ional or anization

The International Confere ce on )rivIte Air

Jaw, held in 19)2, adonted 'nd opened for siyn ture t e

Convention on Dms ge Caused by Foreirn %ircrift to Thirra
106

crties on zne .surfa ce. One of the most debated guest-

ions at that Conference was whether the Convention shosld

rovide t at suits could be brou ht only in the courts of

the state wi ere the damage was caused or tnat t ,ey cou-d

be brou ht in a number of courts. Australia -ind Cinada

both voted for uhe second solution; but the Convention,
1,07

as adopted, inc-luded the first. Nevertheless, both

,ustrJlIia and Canada later ratified the ConventLon.

A state whose re:;resentatives at a session of

the assembly are opposed to certain budg-et estimates

which are nevert eless -,opted will pay he whole of its

assessed contribution, -resumobly bechluse it considers

itself to be round by the relevant Assembly resolution.

It sometimes happens tat, in the IC O Council,

there is a split vote as to the ag-enda or the site of a

meeting. states on the minority side of the vote do not

for that reason refuse to be represented at the meeting.
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(3) .nether conce ta of legal obli' tion are invokaQ in

nach ins;t iees

In the c se of asseaarnts Ior the rocui r bud Et

of i concept oI i1 obl, tion coiuldi be inv. V d and

u tim;tely non-oayment could lead to the imeerition of the

auspension of voting power and services.

(4) obli:;tion, if any, to carry out, tarou h Ltio.-l

easures, decisions of an internationt oria n.,a tion

voted for by the representative of a st' e

IorraIly, the legal obligation to implement

a deciaion th ouh national measures wou6 flow. not from

tie C sti4n_ of an ;.ffirm-tive vote, but from the nrovis-
broanization's

ions of the;/donstitution. Thus, irrepective of whether a

state's representative on the 1;A Council ha, voted for

or ag-ainst t e decision or abstained from votin_, tie

state is bound to comr ly with the Aules of the -ir adopted
Chicago

by t:e Council for inclusion in Annex 2 to the/Convention

a:.nd decLared by it as being applicaible over tie 'i h seas.

is is an exceptional case since t-c 1C U tandards in-

included in an innex are nrraaliy V.sed on a "contractifng-

out" conce .t. .-cco Cin to this concept, q state voting

for o Standard in the Council can iater file dIfferences

to it. ut, by way of exception, ar*icle 1- of the Con-

vention p ovides at tie rules of the air in lorce over

hi h .eas are those established from tia to time

under :ne Convention tn states are bound uo insure their

109
observance.

() Use mAe of %toroval ad referenw um

Due to the relatively few cases of binin

ocisians in I a, i-rovl of deciticnc A referen um

L e ezn -eaion being e:e used in a flexible ad nor-

-ec.n.cal sene) wouLd be the rule. in this seie it



iy to m Cm-; ' ios 01 ri xc- t

t.e 'onc-rned wjit rch cuem as "- et Ii ont 0

sc- le of assesment:, one :ud et, the :m;Stecon o

uotin ower of st-tes in rreors in t eir c ntri .L -

a'i tr e election of the c.ouncil. In the non-technical

.ense te exnression id referen.;ur cold so 0' I `0o

most 2cunc i deci.ions excewt t ose denlir- witZ th

au otion of ruec of the ir for lic-tio n over tAl

hi h -es, the power de egbLed to , -e Couci to m e

essmnents a -lic!--zle tc. new st: tes ji)nin 1 t

ex rcise of t e Coun ll dele-dted uthor ty e- n ub-
110

Ject to approvAl by the ..ssemb y, but not by tne new

stote concerned) and a deci.ion of :-e Council under

* cie .7 of the Convention.

s ci :L c:se i.; t!t of the Fin, c o

.o orth _Latic (c- n .,ttions Con:erence of 1

w-. ch in iued J:jnurents that modified extenive.y e

Snancia- -r: ,;:em, ents co ntained in Le vreem .t on

orth ilantic 'ce';n Itmation5 of 195-,4. The Conference

co;ntemn cted the prer-tion of a srotocol of aci-,enidment

only if the Council considered tlis to be necesa6ry. The

Council later decided trit the recommendlAtione of the

C e-erce cc.' d be imrlemented with-out rodifica-tiOon of

<e 1cem.nent, and therefore did not :repare a protocol

of ;me ndment. This line of action was not surpr'iing

since cc, n-y of the arr ngements in the fild of joint

f§rcing a c air navig tion services ore -ubject to odi-

cntin with the consent. Ilexibi ity of amene;'nt of

*.e arr-n.ements mhkes it easier to ,ee. the subIect-.ntter

o irr n e~monus uip o date with bec..nolo:ic 1 ruire-

ents. In addition, .e co-or-linalin- role pl .ed by the

ci and decret rit ensure -at tfhe Con-Ints of

St ates *il be elicited In re-rd to fin-nciajl cines in

t e ;re ments an-d tnu. he r' uiremnLs fur ui.e forml

roceduras of ratific- t on nd --cc( Lance of c.anes ore

o- ited.
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The ad referendum councept talon in L;e technic l

coe t iapl Leato conv:nti-onS ado, ed byc he rbly or

conventions and Agreoment: adopted by lxu-stonored meet-

ins. ese documents provide variously for states to become

parties to them by acti no wlich inc ude he depo it of an

instrument of ratification or acceptance followin- te sir-

n-ture of - ie rearecenotive of the state concerned.

3. internal legal effects of decisions of internationil orr.zte.s

(1) .xtent to which the various modes described in 1 and 2 above

are regarded as being obligations unon p:ovrfrniients to Jdot

consistent aolicies, lerislation and administrative regulations

There are certain provisions of the Chicago Convention

w;.ich re uire thkt legal effect be -iven, on the national

level, to certain decis ions of IC7 C:

Lules of trne air: Each contracting state undertsaes to :eep

its own regulations in respect of the rules of t.e ;ir uni-

form,to the greate.t possible extent, with those estat--ish-

ed from time to time under the Convention. (.ee trticle 12,

112
second sentence)

-Recovnition of certificates and licenses: "Certificates

of airworthiness and certificates of competency and lic-

enses issued or rendered valid by the contracting state

in which the aircraft is reg7istered, shall be recsgni-ed

as valid by the other controcting states, provided tiat

the requirements under which such certificates or licenses

were issued or rendered valid are eq u-l to or above the

minimum standards which may be establi.shed from time to

time nursuont to t is Convention." (airticle 33)

The effect of Article 33 is that the policy,

legislation or administrative regIlations, ac the case may

be, of a pa rticuiar state, in so far as concerns the issurnce

or validation of certificates or airwortainess or _ersonnel

licenses, must be ecual to or better than minimum adopted

by a Council decision.

Similarly, it is arovided that "radio transmitting

apparatus may be used only by members . of the flight crew who
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:Jre -r;vided with a s pedial icense for the -ur ose, issued

by the apprcoriate -uthorities of the state in which the

aircraft is regi:,tcred." (Atrticle 30)

(2) zxtent to wlich the variou)s modes described in l'and 2 above

are regarded as directly creating rights and obligations in

the nationals of governments givinrtheir approval

Provided statest comply with the internationally

accepted minima for personnel licensing and airworthiness

certification, there is a reciprocal recognition of certifi-

cates of airworthiness and personnel licenses. The benefic-

iaries of this recognition are the individuals (whether or

not nationals of the state that has issued or validated

the certificates or licenses) who hold tie licenses or the

individuals or £irlines whose aircraft have the certificates

of airworthiness. Ot:her thins being equal (i.e., subject

to the obta ining of permits for c-ommercial services) t zese

individuals, who hold proper papers, have the right to par-

ticipate in international air navigCtion.

In the case of the Convention on the International
113

Hecognition of Rig'hts in Aircraft (Oeneva, 1948). which

was adopted by the ICAO Assembly, property rights of individuals

in aircraft are affected provided the rights have been

constituted in accordance with the law of the contracting state

in which the aircraft was registered at the time of their

constitution and are regularly recorded in a public record

of the contracting state in which the aircraft is registered

as to nationality. The individual's nationality would be

irrelevant provided the .roperty rights were registered

>;nd recorded as stipulated by the Convention.

Tie contract of carriage by air, which is entered

into by private aersons and airlines, is affected when a

state becomes a party to certain documents adooted by IChC-

soon..sored conferences. The two documents concerned are



he :Totocol to Amend the Convent ion for the lnific-tion

of Certain .nuies del :ng to InternaLicn 1 Crrie by .ir

ned at 'arsaw on 1 (october 1929 (The 1a4e, 1a4

t.e Convention, bu: ;lementary to the Warsaw Convention, for
the Unification of Certain Rules ReLating to Intern.tion.l

Carriae by Air rerformed by a Person Gi her than the Con-
tracting C-rrier (Guadalajara, 1961),

The Convention on Offences and Certain uther A.cts
Committed on Board Aircraft (Tokyo, 1963), 6 whIch was also
ado-pted by an ICAC-sponsored conference, will, when it has
come into fotce, affect individuals enga jed in flights spec-
ified in the Convention.

(3) Illustrative examples of variations in law and practice arnonr

member states of particular organizations in ;_iving effect
to treaties or decisions of international organizations as
directly annlicable municinal law, and of the legal reasoning
invoked to supsort such apnlications

The question of differences filed in respect of

IC.au regulatory material has been disad a lier i slY

paper. T2he basic reasons for the filing of differences are

(i) inability of the state concerned to comply with the

minima specified in the material or (ii) the ability of the

state to do better than those minima. This is noL so much

le-al reasoning as technical reasoning based on the ]ack of

equirnent or trained personnel in the case of (i), or superior
technolo;;y in terms of equipment and personnel in the case

of (ii), it being borne in mind that a standard in an ICAC
.nnex is an international minimum (except in Annex 9 -
facilitati n-Uwhere minima and maxima are specIfied). More

detai~s concerning this -:uestion of differences need not be

given here. It may, however, be stated that t' e legal foundation
for the filing of differences in the case of IChu standards in
Annexes Is tne contract*ing-out concet fcund in Artic-e 36
of the Chicaro Convention.
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(4) Cxtont to whiich tho growth of internationi l or tn it 

Ictivity in imi -ct on the traditinal theor i ;f incr-

- oratian of treaty obli ations, and now of i internaticil

o rganization decisions into munici-i Liw

In the technclogical field where financi.l out-
and trained personnel are required in order to implement
re ulacory technical material, the contr ctin--out princi ,
which permits of flexibility in implementation, is favoured
over the re uirement of paper compliance which may be
va lue less.

The technical material ado ted by ICiC is iriolem-
ented on t.e national level party by provisions in statutes,
but, for the most a-rt, in subsidiary legislation (decrees,
oraers-in-council, notices to airmen, aeronautical inform-

ation tublica tions(1IE)) and even in operating mainuals.

-imilar flexibility is fbound in the Danish/ice-
ln ic Joint Financing agreements (1956) under wh:ch certain
air navi;ati-n services are provided in the North atiantic

117.. rea. he agreements are couched in terms that enable

changes to be made in services, equipment, capital, expend-

itures and operating costs without t:.e necessity of using

7rotocols of -amendment. The consent of states to chan:es is
tr nsmitted to ICiCA and the agreements are under constant
djustment with the ICAG Council and Secretariat playing

an imaortant coordinatingr role. The Danish/Icelandic

.reenents prior to 1956 did not contain the same flex-
ibility and were subject to a more formal arocess of
amendment.

(5) Illustrations of practical problems that hive arisen in the

experience of international orEaniztions

These illustrations are given under tae he'ding

"ntied II. Techniques available to cncourage compliance
w h decisions".

(6) Exam;les of aonflicts between "organization law" .nd municipal
law of member states

Ntinal boundries ;nd air traffi>c service areao:
Str.ct adherence to national bo ndaris could hinder meet

Z e operational needs of interr.otion; l air traffitc. ere-
e ljc- ±b> encourai es sttes not to iist on observance of



soverei-nty and to review tcir air trffic service

on Lne basis of technical and oerationa l con siderti

ra-'er tfan on the bas-is of national boundarie. .t'tes

.re a-ilso enc ura,;ed, when justified, to negotia te it

othe:r st--tes concerned toward the delineation of fif ht

information regions (hIRs), control areas (his) -an control

zones (CTts), extendinr acr_.s n-tion l boundaries when so

reouired to meet the above-mentioned o er ticn.L needs.

In addition, wile the I1K Rules of thie Air over the

hi -h seas ,re to be applied without deviation, states

which furnish ir Traffic Control services over the i

seas falling within their control areas are allowed to

apply their national air Traffic Control services over

th.e high seas with the differences 'iled by them ursuarnt

to Artic e 38 of the Convention. 119

.egional Plans-aLuipment for vrague Ar. rt: in

1956 t".e Czech Governuent complained to the I assembly

that it was unable to rocure certain e uipment re uired in

order to implement an ICAO Regional Plan at rrague AirTcrt.

It could not getthe equipment since export permits were
120

refused by sup lier countries. The matter was referred to
121the IC<O Council wich found no solution for it.

Double taxation: The danger of a c'nflict between

"organization law" and nunicipal law of a member state arose

when IAC wished to irtroduce a staff assessment plan applic-
ble to all staff at a time when t'ere was no orovision in

in the Federal Income 'Tax Act (Can;ara) which would uermit

ICAu emplojees, who were Canadian nationals, a set-off for

an Internal levy paid by them to I"AU on their ICAC salary

ind emoluments. The Canadian Government solved this diffi-

culty by making an appropriate amendment to the Income fax

Act which, in effect, has resulted in an ICAC Canadian

employee who pays an assessment to ICAC having to :ay little,
122

if any, tax under the Income Tax act.
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hen the Province of .(uebec, the polit icali sub-

ivision of C3nada in w ich ICC hasn it, hriurters, in-

troduced income tax in 1)'4, no imilar rovisions was in-

cluded in its Act. An arranement was, however, made with

the Province whereby non-Canidians would not have to file
tax returns. The Canadian staff members have to pay in-

come tax to the Province, but are reimbursed by 12 C mostly

through funds received from the Federal Governient.1 2 3

. ompli-ance: easures to help assure that member states

commitments or obligatins are carried out

(1) s orting Irocedures

'tates are obliged under the Chicag-o Convention

to notify differences between their national regulations

and the IC.C standards contained in Annexes and are en-

couraged to notify differences in respect of recommended

pra ctices, Irocedures for Air Navigation lervices (A S)

and Regional Supplementary Procedures (SU:-G.). These

differences are published by lCAU. The implementation

process in regard to this regulatory material as well as

the implementation procedures followed for Regional Jlans

is discussed above.

Assembly res lutions remind states of tie importance

1f ratifyin or adhering to ICAG-sponsored conventions on

ir law.

That an arendment to the Chicago; Convention can be

auic kly brour-ht into force was demonstrated when "he amendment

increasing the size of the ICAO Council entered into force

in July 1962 only thirteen monthseafter its adoption at an

extraordinary session of The Assembly as a result of an in-

tensive campaign for ratification. 125

(2) Formal inspections

There is no provision under the ChicaCo Convention

for formal inspections concerning compliance with ICAG dec-

isions. But, as seen earlier in t is paper, inspections are

made by . eionz.l Office staffs w&hich are sometimes given

temporary help in order io follow up difficult questions of

implementation.
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(3 Judicimi proceedinias

If any disagreement arises between two or more

contract ng states of' ICAO relating to the int ernet tion

or application of the Chicago Convention and its Annexes

tnd cannot be settled by negotiation, it must, on apolic-

ation ofany stite concerned in the disagreement, be decided

by the ICki- Council. The disagreements conter-lated could

include questions of implementation of ICAO decisions and

the Council's role Under the Convention is a judicial one.
:'rovision is made for vi1eals from the Council decicions on
disagreements to Lhe International Court of Justice or,

under aporopri te circumstances, to an ad hoc arbitral
12

tribunal. P'enalties for non-conformity a final and bindin,

decision in regard to a disagreement are very severe including

suspension of the operations of airlines of a defaulting

state in the territory of other contracting state 7 and the

suspension of voting power in the Assembly and Council of

a defaulting state.12 8

5. Special problems of federated states

ICAO has encountered this problem: to some extent

in connecion with privileges and immunities to be granted

by Canadian and huebec authorities to the organization,

national representatives and the staff-located at the

headquarters in Montreal. 12 9

At the International Conference on -rivate Air

Law, held under ICG auspices -?t Rome, in 1952, Australia

and Canada intimated that they would have difficulty in

accepting a clause, in the Convention on Damage Caused by

Foreign Aircraft to Third Parties on the Surfice.3 0This clause

provided for the brinring of suits under the Convention in a

single forum. Nevertheless these two states were among the

first to ratify the Convention.

6. Amendment of constituent instruments throujh methiods other

than explicit approval by all members

(1) Provision concerning amndments

Amendments to the Chica-o Convention come into
force wnen ratified by the number of states specified by
the Assembly. The number so specified must be not less
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131than two-thirds of the total number of contrcJn1g states.

In practice, the Assembly specifies tre number as being

two-thirds of the membership at the time it ado-ts the
132

amendment. The amendment comes into force only in respect

of states which have ratified it233

(2) ICAGC experience with specific amendments

In practice, states that have not ratified

certain amendrrta. have not objected to their application

to them. For example, sta.tes comply with the amendments

to Articles 4 8 (a), 4 9(e) and 60 which permait the conveaing

of the Assembly once every three years instead of annually

as required in the original text of the Chicago Convention.

Indeed, states have enjoyed quite important privilefes under

an amendament which they did not ratify. In 1961, the Asse bly
ado;pted an amendment wnich was to have the ef fect of in2cea-

ing the number of Council seats from 21 to 2 The amendment

entered into force on 17 J3ily 1962. At the 14th session of

the ,ssembly, held in august-Sept-mber 1962, it was agreed

that states that had not yet ratified the amendment could

both stand for election to the augmented Council and could
136vote in the election.

(3) Avoidance of an amendment

In 1956, at the 10th session of the Assemb y, it

was decided not to amend the Chicago Convention (as had

been proposed) so as to delete item (e) of Article 29 (Re-

quirement that an aircraft carry a journey log book) and

trticle 34 (Journey lo- book). Instead, the Assembly adopted

Resolution A10-36 (Journcy log book) which, for those

states that chose to follow it constituted, in effect, an

amendment to the Chicago Convention. The operative part of

the resolution read as follows:

"Ta~ ASJEME Y RgauL7j that the General Declar-

ation, when prepared so as to contain all the inform-

ation required by Article 34 with respect to the

journey log book, may be considered by contracting

States to be an acceotable form of journey log

book; and the carriag-e and maintenance of the

General Declaration under such circumstances may be

considered to fulfill the urposes of irticles 29

and 34 .ith res ?ect to the journey log booK."
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Curiously enough, the Council later failed to adopt a

United Kingdom proposal to delete from Annex 6 to the

Chicago Convention the provisions concerning the journey

log book. The affirmative vote of 13 was one short of the

two-thirds majority of 14 required by the Convention for

the adoption of an amendment to an Annex.13 7

IV. Conclusion

It is seen from the foregoing that ICAO decisions

are of a wide variety and that the problems of implementation

are closely related to the types and subject-matter of the

decisions. The bulk of ICAO's substantive decisions is

concerned with technical regulatory material and most of

this is adopted on a "contracting-out" basis. Implementatior

of these decisions depends not so much on legal rules as on

the good-will of contracting states and their need to comply

with the technological laws of air navigation if they are to

participate in it effectively. In this respect, ICAO is hardly

different from any other functional international organization

engagedin normative activities. Nor does the fact that much

of the ICAO activity in the technical field is of a para-legal

nature deprive it of significance in discussing the implementat-

ion of ICAO decisions. Whether compliance with an ICAO-adopted

norm is induced by a legal requirement or a natural requirement

inherent ba technological activity will not make much difference

provided compliance is achieved.

The problems of implementation of the technical

normative material are, to a great extent, evidence of the

technological gap between the developed and developing countries.

A basic factor hindering implementation is the lack of men,
mat6riel and the money to pay for the training and retention of

men and the acquisition and maintenance of mat6riel. This is

what might be called the "3-W' gap.

Pogsibly radical solutions are needed. A recently

suggested solution for some of the difficulties of implementation

in respect of the supply of facilities and services for air

navigation might, if it proved to be practicable, simplify

difficulties or even eliminate them in advance. It has been



suggested that sysiems planning be applied to the intro-

duction of new aiicraft types. In future, steps would be

taken to harmonize the airelaft and infrastructure. The

implications of these measures for both providers of fac-

ilities and services, on the one hand, and the operators,

on the other, would have to be determined and analyzed before

the characteristics of the aircraft were frozen and before

the airlines were committed to its operation. The hope is

that this approach would narrow the gap between infrastructure
138

and aircraft with a consequent saving in money and men. Only

future discussions will tell whether and to what extent such

a radical solution can be adopted.

The pragmatic activities of ICAO as a functional

international organization are not productive of much "law",

if the expression is used in terms of a rule the non-observance

of which involves the application of a sanction by the law-giver.

Nevertheless the ICAO decisions in the normative field may often

contain within them severe natural sanctions which deprive

those who do not comply with these decisions of the benefit

of safe and fruitful participation in international civil

aviation. On the other hand, decisions of a constitutional

and housekeoping nature involve sanctions which tend to be

legal since they are based expressly, or by necessary implication,

ow the provisions of ICAO's constituent instrument, the

Chicago Convention.

The law of international organization is at a

very primitive stage and legal sanctions tend to be the

exception rather than the rule. Mankind must needs work

with the tools at hand and, at least in the case of functional

international organizations, must learn to appreciate the value

of natural sanctions as an aid in securing compliance with

certain decisions. At the same time, he will seek, to the

extent possible, to strengthen the structure of the world

community so that legal sanctions will become the exception

and not the rule. 3

* Dr. Gerald F. FitzGerald, Senior Legal Officer, International

Civil Aviation Organization.
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Appendix "A"

rrincipleCr Governing the Reporting of "Differences"

from ICAO 3tandards, Practices and Procedures

At its, 12th Session (1950), the Council adopted a set of principles
to govern the reporting of differences from International Standards contained
in Annexes to the Convention, Recommended Practices, Specifications, Procedures
and Supplementary Procedures. These principles are set forth below.

Subject No. 14.14: Effect of Deviations by Contracting States from International
Standards and Reservations to Regional Air Navigation Plans

Principles Governing the Reporting of "Differences" from ICAO Standards, Practices
and Procedures

At its meetings on 29 September, 3 and 10 October and 12 November, the
Council considered the 79th Report of the Air Navigation Commission (c-wP/65o),
containing the Commission's recommendations concerning the notification by States
and the dissemination by ICAO of "differences" from ICAO Standards, Practices and
Procedures, and related papers by the Representative of Canada (C-WP/720), the
Representative of the United Kingdom (C-WP/722) and the Secretary General (C-WP/749).
At the last of these meetings it approved the following principles to govern the
reporting of differences:

"1) Differences from International Standards contained in Annexes to
the Convention

A) That Contracting States, when notifying ICAO of the differences
between their national regulations and practices and the international
Standards contained in Annexes in compliance with Article 38 of the
Convention, be requested to give particular attention to those differences
knowledge of which is essential to the safety or regularity of international
air navigation;

B) That the following criteria, or such of them as are appropriate
to a particular Annex, be brought to the attention of Contracting States
to be used as a guide in determining reportable differences:

i) When the national regulations of a Contracting State affect
the operation of aircraft of other Contracting States in and above
its territory

a) by imposing an obligation within the scope of an Annex
which is not covered by an ICAO Standard;

b) by imposing an obligation different in character* from
that of the corresponding ICAO Standard;

c) by being more exacting than the corresponding ICAO Standard;

d) by being less protective than the corresponding ICAO Standard.

* The expression "different in character" in (i)(b) and (ii(a) would be
applied to a national regulation which achieves by other means the same
objective as that of the corresponding ICAO Standard and so cannot be
classified under (i)(c) or (d) and (ii)(b).
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ii) When the national regulatiois o1 a Contracting Stato
applicable to its aircraft and their maintenancu, as well as to
aircrew personnel, engaged in international air operations cver

the territory of another Contracting State

a) are different in character* from that of the
corresponding ICAO Standard;

b) are less protective than the corresponding ICAO
Standard.

iii) When the facilities or services provided by a Contract ng
State for international air navigation

a) impose an obligation or requirement for safety
additional to any that may be imposed by the corresponding
ICAO Standard;

b) while not imposing an additional obligation differ
in principle, type or system from the corresponding ICAO
Standard;

c) are less protective than the corresponding ICAO
Standard.

2) Differences from Recommended Practices

A) That, although differences from Recommended Practices are not
notifiable under Article 38 of the Convention, Contracting States be invited
to notify the Organization of the differences between their national regulations
and practices and any corresponding Recommended Practices contained in an Annex
when the knowledge of such differences is important for the safety of air
navigation;

B) That, as a guide to determining the differences to be notified,
States be invited to use the criteria in (1)(B) above, in so far as they are
applicable.

3) Differences from Specifications, Procedures and Supplementary Procedures

A) That Contracting States be invited also to notify the Organization
of the differences between their national regulations and practices and any
corresponding procedures contained in Procedures for Air Navigation Services

(PANS), Supplementary Procedures (SUPPS) and Specifications** approved by
the Council for application by Contracting States on a world-wide or regional

basis, when the knowledge of such differences is important for the safety of
air navigation;

* The expression "different in character" in (i)(b) and (ii)(a) would be
applied to a national regulation which achieves by other means the same
objective as that of the corresponding ICAO Standard and so cannot be
classified under (i)(c) or (d) and (ii)(b).

** To date the only "Specifications" issued by ICAO are the Specifications

for Meteorological Services to International Air Navigation (Doc 5714-MET/511),
which were approved by the Council for world-wide use on 17 September 1948

and came into force on 1 January 1949.
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T i , in I nv it, i ng Contrje n ; hi t ol i Iy d i 1V(erencelO

:fromi Pre dure or Air Navi gation .ervi , t be po in t(i out that U

di~eren arising from comrrpliance with a Supplementary Procedure would

not be rexarded as a reportable difference;

C) That, in determining the differences to be reported, States

be invier to use the criteria in (1)(B) above, in so far as they are

a slicarsle. "

The Council also approved the recommendation 
of the Air Navigation

Comrnission that -

"The final edition of an Annex issued 
by the Organization

should include a loose-leaf Supplement, indicating 
in an index

table, by States, the notification of significant differences

in respect of the various paragraphs of the Annex, the table

to be followed by a list, by paragraphs of the Annex, of the

actual differences reported."

- and the revised draft resolution for the 
adoption of an Anne2

set out in Appendix B to C-WP/749. The determination of the

form of State Letter on the adoption of an Annex and of the

machinery for notifying differences from PANS, SUPPS and

Specifications was left to the Secretariat.

The Secretariat was asked to prepare, for separate considera-

tion at an appropriate time, an interpretation of the word

" proceures" as used in Article 38, and recommendations as to the

rnciples which should govern the reporting 
of differences from

Annexe: not relating to air navigation, 
such as Annex 9 (Facili-

ation of International Air Transport).
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I. The choic, ;f technirues to carry out an v .eed c-ursc ation.

To io its tork the EEC has at Its disposal a number of

-y diversified legal instruments, fr>om the clasical techni cues

-e h" inte-nati onal meetin -s to the speci fic ins'rumern n pvi ded

by t1'e E.E.C. T-eaty.

A. Spgcifi c measu' es

The Commur institutios may issue a var of sPcif!c

mbasures h' types ie kn-1 in Article 189 of the EEC T-eaty,

-hich -ar-y in thei- h, in`in. ce both as re ards their components

(object.-es and mean-) and their am'essees.

1. "Rejilations 2hall have a gen-al applicat-ion. The-y shall be

tinfin- in eve- respect and directly applicable in each Member

Staic". TY- three characteristics o" regulations are then t heir

en'ral field of application, thei- hinding 0 o-ce and th:

directness o' thei applicahility.

(i) "... thereulation, bein- of an essentially nr-ma;ive

cha-acte-, is appli-ed n-t t a 1 mi -d, diesi natel, o-r

ie'en;tifiable '-oumip of erson-, ht to esr-ntially a'nstract

ca' e-'- -s envisaged a, a wh-le" (1).

It -- an act applicable to obojec '"ely r ele-mined situations.

(ii) Re ulat 4 ons are binin 4n -re-y -srect. The" a-e complet'

l egal acts with all t.hat is requi-1 f'or tem to 'alce e''fect

'ilthout -'u 'ther normati-y- intervention (2).

(1) Court of '-istic- of 'h" Eurnean Communiti's. Caser' 16 an,! 17/62
Recueil, Vol. VIII, -. 918

(2) R--ulaAon, may, h ever, specify necis" and limited action b-

'ho States
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(ii) Th", are immediatoly applicable in all Member Stat.es. They

have "ce of' law throughout the Commity with-ut "'aniring

an,- nati nnal 'ormula of incorporation or exocution. "T' F

re-ulations shall be putblished in the of'icial azette of the

Etiropean Communities. They shall enter into force on 'he date

f4xed in thm o-., Failing this, en thc t"'entiet" d1,ay 'rllo'in,

+hi-j- nlication" (Article 191, lirst paragrauh).

Regulatio'is confe)r ri ght, or impose oli ationo on indiv-dula1r,

an' thse ' hts or obli-a~inn. can "e invok'd n The courts.

2. "DIr ctiv,-s slhall "e bindin-:, as to The reiult tn be a-,ie-, rn

a (--Mm7- 'a S'a' c ho' P'- a" " s e(, hile l .avin - t

national aut'or!tis th- c1ic. of f-m an1 mean-1".

(i) Unlik, ulaions, dir-ctiv s are hindinr onl., on thc M'mbe'r

State -r Stales To which they are addressri.

(-i) T-i e'Fcivonass dopenas or the- action ta'en by the State,

u' lelf ith a ma"'in of dirseretion as to methods of

'mplementalior. Dir-c4'ves are hindin' only as t- the result

) As dir-ti es can -onn -n in- or mor M'rrY' S-ater, th'y mst

S"otrie thoy are addro 5e.-1" (Artiel- 191,

sec-nd para ran¾).

3. "Dcision; shall lb bVnln- in "v -rn-ct on t1 ose I" --hom tY

(4 ) Li':e d ' c v :, decisions concern adi-sees : ar- -e " -r" d

to by name.

"D;eati' and -r1 is- 4ns shall be not fied to thlir add sse

an' shall *ake &ffect upon 3unl, noti-r'catirn" (Arti-le 191,

se6ond1 para'ap"). This abara-'-,tic di9stin i:ish-s t

-ilations wh'ich ar- of universal annlicaion.

(-i) DI-ectiv-s and deciins dif"r, br-v,-, as- to the '-talin ,

addrsse and t'h" mar in o' discreti-n all'"d.

(1) T- must b nnted hover tha+- in nract c- thn'o '-n-nt. of i'-etiv 7

t-nds lo he more and mo- prpcise and detai;led.
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Dees sions may be addressed to individuials as well ap to Mmber

Stat--.

(a) necisions addrnserrd to individuals, which a-, Wndin- in

e'y respct, are di.-ectly anplicable to the add -esso- afte r

nmti i cation.

In this respoct, tIeir ffcrts are simila- to th'o n" re'ul-

atio-n-.

(b) De"'sions addressed to M-mber States hind ther M'rbhr States,

n' leavin- tl' -m, a' do dire -1ctive', a chie a: tn fom

and means.

4. "R-c-rmrndatirono and oninion: shall havre no hindin. "o--".
raMd on al

Th acts a-c akin t-7t fstrument2.

5. Lotly, '~ renc can mac' to the' va-ious mreasures 1hich nyre not

mientl sne'- in A-U -1- 189, bu-:h ch a- tiken by the :ornrmunit,

ns ' tuti on. in 1h ,c ror o:f Their ut I tb inclu.i s(is

toi '- m' r ard the nral fr-rmmes +or the, remeral

of r t- t i-n., on o dom _ et -al Ih rt o- r d o" to cupplv

eaesy. It mub-t ' be nointed cit that t'- C, munity ' auth'or-

e n to -nclude a ,- 'ecnts -ith non-nrbr ountrie arR i nt-nationql

ani tins(ArotAIe 131, 113, 11.4, 228-2351, 238).

rj Cancl and Com'i 'ion "n the di - r". of thi j M and ir

aq t' the p-visi7ns c' t"s Taty", thot s", h: ''t t'

-ons'b'liti-s 'alinl un'en them, accorlin. to the -a- -r

' 'a4.d ro-:n in, and in th -i-cunstanr-' r'e' efled by ' Troty

UR CEE 929/67
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Th- r- -i nality consists in Lh -roc ss b 'hi ch tm -r

tal: h, in comorno in , - i 7. b a tt brt to

certajn zon tinnL. and not by, dinomjti c4mmitmAht.

T sins ar 4aken by th in :ti+ulti -n a" a ber;

hy '-an hini S'a., and ,rvn individ'als. Th- hindon- chara',tar

*h the meacuv-) d penl- on it- natur. and not on the form of a-prov7al,

>ch hi' n n lrvl,~nce ,n it- ;inding e

TIh - o i b thrse rif F rent tres *-o mrea;uro may be

la -1 do nr th T r any crit may be left to the ini iative of the

nrtitut ono, mith>r by means of an alt -rnotivr e-pre sly ofered

y T aty or ba ur; o" the v-ry n rl t rms is- d tier-TiIn.

If thcn i nstititionr ar,- river the choic. o' form 'or -n act,

th-y tke v-- IF'- us conidVration. Wino account, in parti-ula' tho

obj 4-4ctiF- am at by t' Tr atv and th. 1--al mancj of" protction

con-)red ntn ind ividlal .

Th- cond ration rm -h noint r'qe R- 1in rhe

rho camina~ 4 on he r a n a Ruain

su t' han -e >vs n 'he st p L to be ta:n -mus

h a~n* no e , ,nd a il, ih n-. tude, n re met hod

n. T)in <~1- o StoLs at r n f'c adjist-

to Ie p l -vsm n- ma.> it to ta> `nt- r-o, rnt

W n no -r-a-izati-no ha- 4o b u "r '- if -- t

7(1 rrl 2 11( )u v tural iark t, arr'as , (i)m- (ea
f"i) '5).'~ mu r 6)

1i) : ~ul-t4 ~ eN;. 10, aiial 'zt or th 'ra" C-i: t
A0 1 192 p. 933

) .aion " . 20, i. .,n45

3) R ltir "No , 21,T~ 7., p.953
- ou½n ',. ibid. .959

(5) F lation I 23, 71:., p.9 6 5
(6) RulatA'n N,. 13/6, thi d., 27 Feb ua'y 1964, n.5c
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'cal , and 'rice ( "e.:ula' -n was 4The 'orm ar'nted "or

th'- hasic and4 for certaKn imPlementini meau-iv-es, ast wa7

nAsnenzaVl to ,13 a inif'orm bo lrls, p-o r4

compl;te ar detale mac'er, Lo be cial t ee
wee and j tvil ½n '--ials >o ri-ht or ann al. On n' ev

haond. 'K-n it 'as necessary7 to prov meas 's i, 'acil ateo
4ThM 1tr'an"lion f-om h' nrtional m'-rket systems to the c m"non

an za'ion a dihrect ve vw7as 1a.'n ,p allol-in Memor S' rs

cons~rider'a'lr en'redom of cho4 ce

(h)
L i owise Re,-ula-ion No. l'?' 'as alented l iplmn
n inl s se-t - n A-ticles 85 an' 86. Th, c-ice was

s'~e b" the - sult +o Ie attaine: rules whic c-eatn i'e-ical

cor Ions of criompetition, which can 9 appl*ed -o lnividuals

oxr *e ~ ' a accormna.-nie1  sarction,. Article 85, mo-env-,

a. alaea b_ -een ound 'o tc di- cly annl -abl(

A 'rth e- ---ample -f moin ',he 4orm sel-c - it t'h aim

s p.nied n a icvitual sne h +>e r- S't 'om a an.,i-

onal synt-m in' olv4 n exec'tinn thlh 'n `e Member S!-ates to a

-s em 'icA i annlie - 4 rectly. In e fst ,' Wa-e of p-og-ssiv. 1

c--arizin- the ma1r-te Comimiss' n r e - at-rn i

n- c F of c- als U"''-n *hn M-mlbe- S a, I- an,, the Ti prces -f

ce' als 'rom non-m-mbe- count-ios. It ad1-essed a dr'iion to

eaY Membor Stat", '-o x'ich th0 far- was le"- o" calcilatin-'

1(6)e 1-' <'an4 imorslnc- t'm by a lomrestin meaor ' .6

(l) Re-ulation No. 14/64, fficial azette of ihe Eu--Pan Comm.nirt.,
27 Febriary 1964, -).562

(2) Re,-"ulation N1o. 16/64, ibid., p.57 4

(3) Commission 'r-ectiv- on certain t-ani tional ar-ar ements ½i the
cerealn secto-, id., 9 June 1962, p.1367.

(4) Re-ulation no. 1/, iid., 21 Februa'y 1962, p.204.
(5) Court or Js4c- of `h, Eiro-pan Communi tios, Case 13/61. Recueil,

Vol.VITI, p. 8 9
(6) Re -ul,4don No.19, OfricAal Gaz7e 4 te of tl ,Enron'an Coxmmin irs,

20 -Ap"'1 1962 j.933

.TUR/CEE/929/67
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At the sin"lp market sta-e for c'eals, whiclh came n o

r. on 1 J 1967, the C mmi-rion s'abli As tself by

'--ula4on "h uniform le-r on impo-ts f lom th i.} connA i,
1)

w;h~ c~ i' di-~ctl applicable in The Mmee States

B. 'm' e class ical me th ods

1. Re-- Ctio'n4 aId mecords in - m-n7t a,- -nent

C a a 4 En,.

(al A -e'olatin i a decla-ation -' intn-+, o-litical in

e wton L n force, -1c states7 lo-miall

t 1 1a it Va- ben iecided to, act in a 'p-cified manner.

Th- Communr inntitution- %a, an nte ; eea. r"sl t: tns

on ailtu lii, amon wich may b q-oted Lh- recolutio-c)ns

n h- h e Cpn 4 oy- +1 ta t,31 -I-"-is 4 nn enabli n,

ma-'ket oranizatinn for m41k odues, br- andl vral, and

su 'ar to be implemcnted rn liv'n 'a- a-' al ,-) lnr4ted

h C'mmission 7 su1imit he- -'ou'site pr~r-sals 'v by ivon

(at-s.

(h) TncllieAn of an trn in th., mints is aire poltical -n

to import. If' rnu-stI unanam"'vly, i "orm' an Ini--

n- tativ4 statemen- >f th" a-, -lmenh a I" aKr 'cr

by on- o- m-)- Siates an' no t opno-d v 4P-' oth-s. it

mnpies a reervation.

2. Th- An'---national conventl en ^f -la" `cal ', is als:o u --d.

IT ma-,' po-ve'ided or n ih T-ea+:, a- in t'e e-a of

Ar',l,- 20, ih deals -ith determina'irn re- the - n

the- 0 eidut in List G annexed to the Tr aty. and of Arti.-I 220,

./0

Official C'z.tte o' th-: Eurre-n Com1n-
(1) R.-ul-tion No. 120/6"/CEE, liitie,13 June- 1967, n. 2269

(2) Ofie-ial Ga7tt of the Euro'pean Communitj-, 20 AT'-p 1962,

o. 1oo6

TUR/CEE/929/67
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w ,hich har b-n the -asi 4 'or various drafts- pr limina,- drafts

,f Cony nti-n!-, sub as the draft convrn tionocr. nn iri sdicti -n

and the execut.on ,f judm-nts in civil an' oneial Tattf.- and

conce-ni, h-Ie rinroal recorniti on of co-iani. e- ar4 1, l e',

r n irY ary dr aft of a convmention n bn' -ur i -r vl4-

com rt-ns h- a --urpp,.er-enta-v haract-r in the car o.

the dr/'t Eui-nan natent con- non and the draf article :'e

. -An of d cA -i'n mi y-iav bk -en the trali ti rrl anl s->ei fic

nstrumenilK 'a ad its anre-atice in t, pract>-e of +te Eur-n-an

Co'mnitie3. Thet ncsionns of thets

f th'- 7 mh- State: meet.inA in th? Council cover an a-ca rcoe din7

th - m'tenre vrazoly nt ri but to th CImmnir in -titu-ionz,

he nu - n I thy nere is _nistin -nisha1- fror th- a -m

(1)
nci i`n the "r: a+. T -s- derisi.ons ek,1 1 th a vaz rrit o

t The noot chaace<ictic examnni Is tnat <f the -; ci in n

2)-n- r
12 Mar 1960 and 15 May 19622 .n 'n -'r un anchi ramn -

aimns F tli- E.E.C. . Tr..at.

Tvel naaur +h- dRed n-'- th' R 'rvs-nt-*tvw r +h-

Go-'v-nm-n- a -ieetin An The C'u'cil di 1 -t 4-n I +n.

( ) They have th- charac-r v-' int> na+A--naj.l omien an! nls

. a:' n Cr-n~ni~ iy a-ectz, the imrnnrtarc- o' +h- lat- r v-vin

- ro- nre to an-ther,. r a rol. thoy i-- b-.:n le' un

as ainl F -rr a tu i ah ae n t oUbmit`e- to national

parliamnt " '- apprval. Thse decilsions -enerally cntain a

final p -ision .onred a,. foll-) : "Thei Iov. .fnrl nto -f the

!Mrmb-r S'at's sha 1 uithin or month noti th Secr rv-G ner-'

W7 the Co'nrl . h- 1 e her under o nom-tic li arv action

e i ir- + iolement 4h' pr-e, nt " ii.on - r ., t- , Ahal

mndi a4 ly notA iy th" Sec retar-W-n 'Wl -n thi) ac i

e n co let" . .

(I 1 T, 'y rur¾r a a + 4 60 so far - Pro ; -r Scl-r"m , Tercllul.t n

ar de Vc r'. " :rd r F der Lid-Sten 0 m rnchanor -.

Ecnoe } Wzt-ivin - Oatnhe/ v'm 1966, N- '0/'l ).
(2) Off!cial -a"tt of 'he Eu-'opan C mnitis, 12 S ot mn' 16,,

n.1 2 1 , and ? May 1962, p.1284



(i) The decisions of the R-presentatives of the Go-ernments

meetin: in the Council also have certain fea ures which

dirt'in uish th-m from traditional international a'- ements,

because the Member States use the institutiional frame o'nk

provided 'y the Treaties, in particular the peocedures an

co-tain forms. Th Commission, fo- instance, m.rmittrd to t

Coani1 4 t' n -paln +'or the speed-up 4n the +Form o cmmend-

aions and 'he ,p ves0 o the Grvernments a 'ot-'r4,

-ome a-n'm-wns, the reomm-n latirne 4n The ' rm of a

cisio wonin "n, C-on-1.

The de-isions w-noe ined The P-es drn' -' +h, Conincil and

piubl-i shed in th- rfficial aztt ' the Eui-nean Comrunni ie-.

T""v '->. >' "a basis f'o- -re-ain ar - the Communi- , insti-

+uti ,ns an na;i nal art1 r iis. TI-' E.E.C. Commr s-ion

seTa-al ju't¼e' -cisior.: on th-e'"- t * 'r e e ac- 1,-al eon

Th in'e-nal mnl in! n- convent n arermranrI n

'Th As soci atien Conventions o-' +h Crimuni y an ' * n- also

-onclu -d +,: R p-,senh atves o' The -e-nnents me-fin .

the Co'ncil, r'athe ' ]na tLo ti- y-on of '-a 3 'rjeal n'ernalinral

o mmitmen4r. Indeed Th y ar- ni nnrdby the nl ni.tent ai r -f h,

Membe'- Stat- and c rn-i n a "o-mula a-co-din. to '"ch tIh Tall

2 appr'omd by a" M-mb -r Stath in acc-d(Iance -iti is cenn;it 'V nal

(1)

p13 To conenti on a-c-mpanyin: +hr Asciation Cnsend en -r'
Gr-, Offici al Glazette of' h E'voean Com'muni o, 1 8 Feh'na"ry

1962, o,350 and 352; two eoivention6acconmpanyifn 'the A-sociatin

C-n"nton ''t-h T'urkey, id., 29 Dcom-r 1.964, r.3'03 and 3-05:
an-I t-'o convention- accmpanyin- thp Associati-n Convention <ih th'

A-ian and Mala a'sy States ar- r'iat-d 'ith the Comm-ni'y,

11, Jun- 1964, p.1 4 90 and 1493.



II. Legal effects of Member States' ap-royal of decisions

Because of the structure of the Comunities and the

particular ways in which their decisions are reached (these are

described in Section I above) this point does not call for many

remarks.

In the case of ic urcs adopted by the Comission

( uti.onz, directives, accisions), the qumetion of now the

isber States vote does not arise; they are bound by the measures

taken by tie Comi.s.:ion, an independent body wnich acts on the

principle of joint responoi lity and on which tne States as such

are not reres enited.

In the case of neasures taken by the Council, to which

each government delegates one of its imrbers, it oust be recalled

that a favouranle or unfavourable vote by a State in no way affects

the binding force of the coliocLive decision. All that must be

considered is whether the substantive and _roceaurai rules have been

observed - a matter over wiich the Court of Justice of the European

Communities exercises control; any State whic> considers that a

decision is not in a ocordance :ith these rules uay a)eal against it.

The AEC Treaty provides for the following tyes of vote

by simple taority, by unlfed mjority, and anioi.

Voting by impje majority i. the general rule (Article

1j48( 1)): "Except .ere otherwaise )rovided in tois T1rcaty, tie

conclusions of the Council shall be reached by a ;ajority vote of

its members". However, a large number of particular mesures reqire

either unaniity or a qualified majority, so that in practice this

general rule is ratner the exception.

The EEC Treaty also frovies or a gradual change-over from

unanllity to a qualified .ajorLty as the transitional period advances.

J ,C h/929/67



The method of calculating the qualifi ed majorty is set

out in -rticle 148(2), whi-ch establishes a weighting system :

"Where tne conclusions of the Council require a cualified ma jority,

tha votes of its members shall be weighted as follows :

Belgium .. •• •

Germa&ny 4••.•

italy

Luxsembourg

Netherlands

Majorities shall be required for the adoption of any

consio ns :a ollowa

Telve votes in favoar where thi Treaty requires that

they be reached on ,roposal of the Comi:sion, or

Twelve votes including a favourable vote by at least

for memnbers i all other CaCes.

Article 141 says .oreozer tsat, "When by virtue of this

Trcaty the Council is acting on a propol of the Commission, it

may amenu the ;ropocal only if it 1z unnmouA."

Here the purpose of unanim.rity is to strengthen the role

of the Comiision in preparing deciijons.

On unania.ity, Article 148(5) states : "Abstentions by

members either present or represented shall not prevent the adoAtion

of Council conclsilons requiring unanimity." lt could be deduced

that a qualified majority is sometimes more difiicult to achieve



than unanimity in case of abstention. In reality, the practical

interest of Article 148(g) is to allow a member of the Council to

express displeasure (which may seem called for on the national

plane) without however blocking the decision.

There are several examples where decisions have been adopted

by a majority vote, for instance in the budgets and in tariff auotas.

Those decisions have been simply accented and implemented by the States

in the minority. That htates ha-ve on occasion voted against tne budget,

hss not prevented them from making their contribution towards the

expenditure decided upon.

Furthermore, a State which had voted against the adoption of a
(1)

reguLation and had expressed legal reservations, attacked tie regulati.

before the Court of Justice , thereby showing that it did not intend

to refrain uniiaterally from impl ementing the decision and tust it

contested its legality by process of law.

Insistence on nanimity, even when only a simple or qualified

majority is required, nay prove desirable ithout the Coamunity

character of the decision being jeopardized. For example, for the

adootion of the firs;t regulation on restrictive agreeents, although

,ince the end of 196 O the Treaty no longer reui red more than a

quaified majority, the Council and the Comisioln deemed it preferable

that this regulation, giving the Commission very wide coers, especially

to carry out its investigations, should be adopted unanimously.

(1) Regulation No. 19/6) conferring on the Commismsion the power to grant
exemptions, by regulation, under Article 85(3) to certain classes of
agreeient, Official gazette of the European Comilunities, dated Larch

6, 1965 , page. 53/65.

(2)Court of Justice of the European Communities, case 32/6) (Italian
Republic v. EEC Council and Commission) Recueil, Vol. XII - 4, p.564.



Lastly decisions may be adopted unanimously withojt a

particular effort having been made to achieve this.

The Luxembourg agreements brought about certain adjustments

of an interpretative nature to the strict appiication of the majority

principle. The right to decide by majority vote does not mean that

unanimity must not be sought, especially when it is a Lmatter of vital

interest to one of the Member States. Any divergence of views, however,

cann-ot block the working of the Community

" I. .There, in the case of decicions which may be taken by majority vote

on a proposal of the Commission, very important interests of one

or more partners are at stake, the Members of the Council will

endeavour, within a reasonable tire, to reach solutions which can

be adcuted by all the Members of tie Council .:hie respi ecting their

:nutual interests and tcose of the Community, in accordance with

Article 2 of the Treaty.

Ii'. .iith regard to the preceding paragraph, the French delegation

considers that :nere very important interuts are at stake the

discussion must be continued until unanimous agreement is reached.

III. The six delegations note tnat there is a divergence of views on

what should be done in the event of a failure to reach complete

agreement.

IV. The six delegations nevertheless consider that this divergence

does not prevent the Community's work being resur.ed in accordance

with the normal procedure."(1)

(1) Extract from the minutes of the Council meeting of 29 January 1966.



III. Internal legal effects of decisions of international organizations»

A. The measures (as defined in Article 189 of the Treaty)

that can be taken by the Community Institutions fall into two

classes wI-ich vary in the effect they have in the Member States

there are measures which are binding only on the States themselves

and require action by them, -d there are those which affect individuas

directly, conferring rights or imposing obligations (cf. Section I).

This raises the problem of the direct apolicability of acts of the

Community, a problem which also arises in connection with the

provisions of the Treaty itself.

1. The domestic courts and the Court of Justice of the

European Communities have had to prpnounce on the point whether

certain rules established by the European treaties could be

invoked directly by individuals, and they have evolved interpretative

criteria based mainly on the nature and subject of the measure

in question.

Article 31 of the E.E.C. Treaty has been recognized

as directly applicable by the Italian Council of State and

Article 70 of the X.C.S.C. Treaty by the French Council of

State . Numerous decisions of the Tariefcommissie in the

kietherlands have dealt with the leg'ality of charges in the light

of Articles 12 and 16 of the Treaty. The direct applicability

of Article 85 has been very much contested by judges in various

countries. 'ilhile certain courts in Germany and the Letherlands

have accepted that it was directly applicable , others have

(4)not.

. .. /.. .

(1) 7 November 1962, Foro Padano 1963, V, p. 34

(2) 22 December 19'1, S.".C.F., Gazette du Palais, 25 May 1962.

(3) Landgericht DUsseldorf, 6 December 1960, Nirtschaft und
Wlettbewerb 1960, p. 805 ; Oberlandgericht Frankfurt, 19 January
1962, Der Betriebsberater 1962, p. 735 ; Court of Appeal of

Arnhei, 28 June 1961, iiederlandse Jurisprudentie 1962, p. 438.

(4) Zutphen Court, 11 July 1958, Revue du March6 Commun 1959, p. 46

Hague Court, 3 March 1960, Wirtschaft und 'iTettbewerb 19(0,p. 773

U7 R/CEE/929/67
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The Court of Justice of the European Communities, whose

task (cf. below) is to give a uniform interpretation of the

Treaty, has established certain criteria enabling the self-executing

character of its provisions to be recognized, for example in the

well-known Van Ge-.d and Loos judgment : "To know whether the

provisions of an international treaty have such an effect it is

necessary to look at its spirit, its content and the terms used.

... Community law, therefore, apart from legislation by the

1Kember States, not only imposes obligations on individuals but

also confers on them legal rights... The latter arise not only

when an explicit grant is made by the Treaty, nut also through

obligations imposed, in a clearly defined manner, by the Treaty

on individuals as well as on Member States and the Community

Institutions "(1)

The Court has thus recognized direct applicability of

articles 12 (1), 37 (2) and 53 of the E.e.C. Treaty,

which cle arly impose a prohibition in inding terms. It also

recog'nized direct applicability ofl nrticle 95 which imposes a
(3)

precisely defined obligation

Besides the nrovisions of the Treaty recognized as

self-executing, Community regulations a.d decisions addressed

to private individuals are measures that are directly applicable.

(a) Regulations

Besides its general field of application, the essectial

characteristic of a regulation lies in its direct apolicability

... /...

(1) Court of Justice of the European Communities (C.J.2.O.), case

26/62, Recueil, Vol. IX, p. 6

(2) C.J.E.C., case 6/64, Recueil, Vol. X, p. 1141

(3) C.J.E.C., case 57/65, Recueil, Vol. XII, p. 293



(cf. Sec. I). For the Community a regulation is the normative act

par excellence. "... the Community legislates directly a.-d

exclusively in all mdtters that need to be regulated uniformly

and in detail in pursuit of the objectives laid down in the

Treaty" (1).

The direct applicability of regulations does not raise

problems for the national courts ; it is a principle which they

have accepted on many occasions. Divergences arise only through

the interrretation of these regulations in the national or the

Community context. These divergences are of particular value in brin-

ging out the importance of the role played by the Court of Justice

of the Communities in ootaining a uniform interpretation of Commu-

nity acts (cf. B 3 below).

(o) Decisions addressed to individuals belong to the directly

arlicable acts of the Community.

According to article 192 of the .E.C. Treaty, "decisions

of the gouncil or of the Commission which include a pecuniary

obligation on persons other than States shall be enforceable

(forment titre excutoire)". This enforceability gives them a

character ;ad value similar to decisions taken in individual

countries by their own authorities.

An example that can ne quoted is that of fines inflicted

by the decisions of the .&. .C. ig. Authority (under article 92 of

the E.C.S.C. Treaty, which is ranalogous to n.G.C. article 192), which

have been e-forced by domestic courts (2)

(1) Hallstein, "The European Community : a new legal order", address

given on 19 -ovember 1c64 at the Faculty of Law and iconomics

in Paris.

(2) All these cases have arisen in Italy
Pretura di Roma, 11 March 1964,Foro Italiano 1964, I, p. 866
Tribunale di Napoli, 22 April 1964, Foro Italiano 1964, I,p. 125_4

Tribunale di Mondovi, 24 July 1964, Foro Padano 1965,IV, p.17

Tribunale di Roma, 22 September 1964, Common Market Law Reports
1966, p. 20

Tribunale di Milano, 24 June 1964, Common larket Law Reports

1965, p. 1

It was on the occasion of an enforcement case that the Italian

Constitqtional Court affirmed the constitutionality of the ECSC
Treaty

(27 December, 1965, Acciaierie San Michele, Common Market Law

Review, 1966, p.81.)



2. The other measures available to the Community Institutions,

i.e. directives, decisions addressed to the Member States, opinions

and recommendations, are generally considered not to be directly

applicable, for the Treaty does not attribute this characteristic

to them. It must be noted, however, that for directives, and even

more for decisions, this distinction is tending to become blurred.

(a) As regards decisions addressed to the Member States,

while certain courts have affirmed that they bind only the Member

State addressed and do not have a binding effect on nationals of

(1) (2)
a Member State , the FinanzgerLchtof Hamburg has recog;nized

that "customs authorities are not authorized to disregard the

decision, wi ich is for them of a binding nature".

As decisions are binding in every respect and do not

allow a discretionary mar:2in of implementation, they therefore

have, in practice, effects comparable to those of regulations.

In :iving a verdict an the adiissibility of an appeal,

t'e Court of Ju.stice of t. Communities recognized that a Commission

decision ameneding or abolishing nation-al safe-ruard mrneasures is

directly applicable and concerns the individuals affected as

directly as the measures it replaces

(1) Finanz.gericht Rheinland Pfalz, 27 March 196, ntscheidungern der

Finanz erichte 1963, p. 444 and 25 March '1965, not published

Finanz ericht iremen, 3 September 196, Common Market Law

heports 1964, p. 295.

(2) 19 November 196+, Common Market Law Reports T91, r-

(5) 0.J.:.C., cases 105 and 107/'63, Recueil, Vol. Cl, . 3



(b) Directives often concern matters calling for very elaborate

rules. They also often are the result of a compromise worked out

in great detail. So their provisions tend to become more aiid more

precise and detailed, leaving very little freedom to the States

in the means to use for imp.lementing' them.

In any case, directives constitute one of the elements

for j uding objective legality, for the national authorities find

that they have to be taken into account when national rules are
(1)

being7 implemented or interpreted

It also may ir certain cases seem arbitrary to deny the

d i-rect effect of certain provisions of a directive which, in their

content, do not differ from treaty p(rovisions recognized by the

Court of Justice as having a direct effoct, particularly when

the directives imnose an unconditional obligation to abolish

a national measure or to refrain from doinig something.

The growing activity of international orra-ni zations and

srecifically of the Europea- Communities has had a very distinct

influence on traditional concots regard:ing the incorporation in

domestic law of obli ations deriving from treaties and acts of

international orrganizations. This influence has shown itself in the

consitutional,legislative a-d judicial approach to problems raised

by the international organizations, and specifically the Iuropean

o~m"uni ties.

(') This is what the 'erlin Administrative Court did in its judg2ment
of 26 October 1962 (Common Market Law Reports 196, p 5)
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1. The constitutions of most Member States now contain

provisions authorizing tra-sfer of responsibilities to international

organizations : for example, article 24 (1) of the German Basic

Law ; article 11 of the Italian Constitution ; the preamble

to the present French Constitution, in the form of a refereince

+of the Nether- to the 1946 Constitution ; article 67 (1)( , article 49 (bis)(5)
lands Constitu-
tionds revised of the Luxemburg 7onstitution.
tion as revised
in 1953 and 1956

For the Netherlands and Luxemburg,it is their participation

in the huropean Ins3titu tions which has entailed these changes in

their conutitutions ; draft amtenments a being studied in

Belgium for the same reason, but these have not yet been completed.

Moreover, certain constitutions clearly state the primacy of

international law over domatic law as, for example, does the
(6)

French Conrstitution of 1956 in its article 55

The Netherlands Constitution, which in this respect is

the most advanced, has sysetema-tically regulated relations between

doresti(c law and nternational law by confirming the supremacy,

(1) "The Federation may, by legislation, transfer sovereign powers to
international instittions.

(a) '"taly ... , on condlitions of equality with the other states,
agrees toKthe limtations of her sovereignty necessnry to an

ortaza tion AhichL will as ure peace and ju tice amon nations,
and promotes and ecourages international organizations consti-
tuted for this purpose".

(3) "On condition of reciprocity, France 'cects the limitCion of

overeigty ncessary to the oriaion and defece of peace".

() "'u ojt wr n ce Ic cry 1 to th prov i of ri 0K (rocce-
dovi r rotin fro; th C ti ion), powers in
the Jild o I is i aIdminist Lon a juridicti may be

,-1 ted by a conv-ntion or by v rtue ca convention to organi-
z ions n dounde upon t lawv of nations".

(-) " rcie f poweor r ecr ned by th "on ,ti tion to the
l ture,the executive or Lh judiciry ray be temporarily
d ted bytre3 at 1t-o nsL titions founded upon the law of nations!'

(r;) "T~reaties or reemets duly rati fied or ap oroved shall, upon

rpuicaon, have a.. sup- e rior to that o laws,
cubecit, for ec. a:reement or treaty, to its plication by the

other party".'
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not only of the provisions of treaties, but also of the decisions
(1)taken by international organizations .

In the countries where this possibility exists, the

constitutionality of the European Treaties has been referred

to the courts.

The Italian Constitutional Court, twice called on to

make a pronouncement, has in the Costa/Enel( and Acciaierie

San Michele ( judgments recognized that the Treaties are in

conformity with the Constitution.

In Germany the Finanzgericht of the Rhineland-Palatinate

has questioned the ccnstitutionality of the .... Treaty and of an

agricultural regulation, and has referred the matter to the

Bundesverfassungsgericht (the Federal Constitutional Court),

(1) Articles 66 and 67 (2), as revised in 1953 and 1)56
(a) Article 66 "Legislative provisions in force within the

Kin-dom shall not be applied in cases in which such an
pication wouln d b inpible with clauses by which

ever-yone" -is bound, cont in i ar ements whi ch nave been
con cluded e-it-er before or after th entry -0 i force of

uch, provisions".
(b) Are icle () "Articles 6 -nd 6 shall apply by analogy

to h acts of organizations founded upon the law of nations".

() ? a 1 4, o Italian19 I, p. 4 T ourt affirmed
t r ta o th p ure ad-odted to concude t' Treaty :

"This rule (Articl 11 o' Italian Constitution) means that
wen cr-i condins ar complied with, it is possible to
conclude tre ties involving li it Lions of overeint and to

mm ceabl bya ordinary law".

(3) 27 December 1965 Cmmon Mrket L T Review 6, '. a1. The Court
recogize th copaibiit o h ... Treaty with certain

prvsin of t C- o -Institution cgthe judicial protection
cf individuls (articles 102 and 113).

(4) 1+ Nov ember 196, Common Market Law Renort 19Q4, p. 130. The
o rL deems contrary 1o the principles c t ained in artic les
0, 9 (3) :md '0 oft Basic Law t pwer attributed by

the ... Treaty to the Council of Ministers to issue regula-
tions in mat ers reserved to the lgiS 1 ature.
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which has not yet made a pronouncement. But various courts

have admitted that the transfer of responsibilities to the

E.E.C. institutions was in conformity with the Basic Law by

virtue of its Article 24 and did not conflict with the principle

of separation of powers. So the Bundesfinanzhof refused to submit

the matter of the constitutionality of the agricultural regulations

to the Bundesverfassungsgericht or to await its decision in the

case submitted to it by the Finanzgericht of the Rhineland-Palatinate,

considering that there were no legitimate grounds for doubt 2)

2. The increase in the normative activities of the European

institutions has led in the Member States to a tendency to modify

the traditional division of powers between legislature and

executive. The reasons underlying this development are as follows (3:

(i) Parliamentary procedure is slow and complex ;

(ii) The sovereign character of the legislature seems

incompatible with the function of executing Community law;

(iii) Legislative procedure re-opens political debate on the

substance of Community measures already adopted ;
(iv) There is no adequate sanction when Parliament refuses

to comply with the Community measures ;

(v) Executive procedure, on the contrary, is far better

adapted to the function of implementing Community law

in the domestic context and here its use is not

disturbing because it does not deprive the parliame-ts

of a substantive power.

. ../.. .

(1) Verwaltungsgericht Frankfurt am Main, 17 December 1963, AWD des
BB 1964, p. 60, and 7 July 1965, id 1965, p. 299 ; Finanzgericht
Bremen, 3 September 1963, Common Market Law Reports 19 64 , p. 296.

(2) 25 April 1967, not published.

(3) Sohier-M6gret report on "Le role de l'exscutif national et du
legislateur national dans la mise en oeuvre du droit commu-
nautaire", Bruges Week 1965.
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The use of executive procedure to implement the Treaty

is illustrated by the following examples.

Sometimes gouvernments use the power they have tdfie

orders implementing domestic laws to implement provisions of the

Treaties and of Community acts, considering those as part of

their domestic law (1). Furthermore power is delegated by the

legislature to the executive, even in countries like Germany,

where such trausfer of power is subject under article 80 of the

Basic Law to very strict conditions.

The German law ratifying the E.E.C. Treaty(2) had

already conferred on the Government power to implement by order

(Rechtsverordnung) certain articles of the Treaty in customs

matters. Article 77 of the law of 14 June 1961 widened the powers

givgn to the Government and replaced the need for the Bundestag's

pridy agreement by approval subsequent to publication of the

ordei, which is deemed to have been given if the order is not

annulled within three months .

In Italy the ratification law, in its article 4 (), and

subsequent laws (5) have delegated considerable power to the

Governement in the conditions stipulated by article 76 of the

(1) Measures necessary to implement article 13 of E.E.C. Regulation
no 17 were taken by Lhe Italian Government in the form of a
presidential decree of 22 September 196> (Gazzetta Ufficiale,
11 January 1964) as if a national law were being implemented.
Since 1964, E.E.C. decisions on customs matters have been
executed in France by presidential decree as if they were
domestic laws.

(2) Law of 27 July 1957, Bundesgesetzblatt II p. 753.

(3) Bundesgesetzblatt 1961, I, p. 758. Artcle 77 of this law has
been amended 'by the laws of 18 August 1962, 4 September 1962,
25 March 1964 and 9 Septemoer 1964 which grant the Government
further powers in customs matters.

(4) Law of 14 October 1957 (Gazetta Ufficiale, Supplemento ordinario,
23 December 1957).

(5) See e.g. Law of 20 December 1960 (Gazzetta Ufficiale 22 December
1960), Law of 26 January 1962 (ibid. 5 February 1962) and Law
of 1 February 1965 (ibid. 15 February 1965) .
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Constitutidn. The executive has also used the special procedure

provided by article 77 of the Constitutfion (decree-laws made

without delegation, to be converted into ordinary law by a

given date, failing which their validity lapses), e.g. to implement
(1)the common agricultural policy

In France the Government already has since the passing

of the 1958 Constitution autonomous power under article 34 to

issue rules and regulations in all matters not expressly reserved

to the legislature. Furthermore Parliament empowered the Government,
on the basis of article 38 of the Constitution, to issue orders

to implement the E.E.C. common agricultural policy (2) and the

E.E.C. directives on freedom of establishment and freedom to

supply services (

3. Lastly, the domestic courts have felt the need for closer

collaboration with the Court of Justice of the European Communities

because of the innumerable problems arising from the application

of Community law.

Numerous divergences have indeed been observed within

one and the same State or between one State and another in

decisions made by courts called on to pronounce on the applica-

tion of Community measures.

. .. / ..

(1) See e.g. Decree-Law of 30 July 1962 (Gazzetta U fficiale 30 July
1962) which became the Law of 28 September 1962 (ibid.12 Octo-
ber 1962) ; Decree-Law of 11 September 1963 (ibid. 12 September
1963) which became the Law of 3 November 1963 (ibid. 11 iovem-
ber 1963).

(2) Law of 8 August 1962, Journal officiel de la R6publique
fra.gaise, 10 August 1962.

(3) Law of 14 December 1964 (Journal officiel de la Rspublique
framgise, 13 December 1964) renewed by the Law of 6 July 1966
(ibid. 7 July 1966).
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In Germany, for instance, the Bremen Financial Court (1)

considered that the countervailing charge placed on imports of

agricultural products from non-member countries in addition to

the Community levy was incompatible with article 20 of Regulation

n° 19 on the gradual establishment of a common organization of

the market in cereals, because it constituted in fact a charge

having equivalent effect to a customs duty, while the Nuremberg

Financial Court, in two judgments (2), attributed to it the

character of a fiscal charge compatible with Community rules.

The Berlin Administrative Court in a judgment of

26 October 1962 (3) held that any national of a Member State is

entitled to a residenice permit if he complies with the conditions

of Regulation n° 15 concerning the free movement of workers in

the E.E.C., while for the Munster Oberverwaltungsgericht (4)

Regulation n° 15 does not conflict with the maintenance in force,

in conformity with articles 48 (3) and 56 (1) of the E.E.C.

Treaty, of rules governing the residence of foreigners which

are justified by reasons of public policy (ordre public) and

public security.

In similar cases the Munich Court of Appeal 5) held

that vertical agreements prohibiting exports, if notified to

the Commission, were nrovisionally valid according to article 4 (2)

of Regulation n° 17,astum Amiens Court of Appeal (6) held that,

as long as the Commission had not embarked upon the necessary

procedure, the national authorities remained competent to judge

those agreements which, applying only to the home territory, do

not fall under article 85 (1) of the E.E.C. Treaty and cannot

be exempted by notification from the prohibition provided by

this article ; it refused to apply to the Court of Justice for

an interpretation of the Community provision in question.

(1) 9 April 1963, Common Market Law Reports 1964, p. 304

(2) 23 April 1963, ibid., p, 96 and 23 March 1964, ibid., p. 310

(3) Ibid. 1964, P. 5

(4) 10. eptember 1963, ibid. 1965, p. 53

(5) Oberlandesgeri cht MUnch-n, 30 M,1ay 1963, ibid. 164, p. 87

(6) 9 May '1963, JCP 1963, n' 13222, confirmed by the Cour de
Cassation, 23 October I964, Dalloz 1964, p. 753
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These examples illustrate clearly the difficulties that

may arise from differences in interpretation of Community law

by domestic Courts. Consequently these courts are using more

anid more frequently the machinery provided by article 177 of

the E.E.C. Treaty.

Article 177 states that : "T he Court of Justice shall

be competent to give preliminary rulings concerning

(a) The interpretation of this Treaty ;

(b) The validity and interpretation of acts of institu-

tions of the Community ;

(c) The interpretation of the statutes of any bodies

set up by an act of the Council, where the said

statutes so provide.

Where such a question is raised before any court of

one of the Member States, the said court may, if it considers

that a decision on the question is esseitial to enable it to

render judgment, request the Court of Justice to give a ruling

thereon.

Where any such question is raised in a case pending

before a domestic court of a Member State, from whose decisions

there is no possibility of appeal under domestic law, the said

court is bound to refer the matter to the Court of Justice."

The Court of Justice is thus called upon to assume a

supervisory role which ensures unity of case law in the Community

and prevents the disequilibrium which could result from divergent

interpretations.

The procedure under article 177 having made it possible

(see part A of this Section) to define a common notion of direct

applicability, it also contributes considerably to the juridical

protection afforded indi-iduals by the Treaty.
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A widespread readiness to apply for interpretations

will furthermore make it possible to settle the conflicts that

inevitably arise between Community and domestic law, the Member

States not yet having uniform rules for dealing with such conflicts.

While there are certain countries where the constitution

(Franice, Netherlands) or case law (Luxemburg) recognize the

primacy of international law over domestic law, there are others

where a dualist conception of the manner in which international

law is received (Germany and Italy) leads, by the principle of

assimilation, to a subsequent law being given preference over a

Community act (lex posterior derogat priori).

Often case law has attempted to ensure the primacy of

international law by a conciliatory interpretation or by denying
(1)

that a conflict exists . But the clearly expressed intention

of the legislator may make such attempt impossible.

The Costa/Enel case brought up the problem in acute

form in Italy. The Italian Constitutional Court recognized the

primacy of the subsequently enacted law, treating the conflict

between the Treaty and domestic law as a conflict between norms

of equal rank (2)

The Court of Justice of the Europeaui Communities has

affirmed the primacy of Community law. This primacy is an

evident corollary of the Community law being law common to six

Member States and the indispensable condition of its effectiveness

which depends essentially on its consisteint and uniform application

001/...

(1) Invoked mainly in Italy (Corte di Cassazione 12 July 1957,
Foro Italiano 1958, I, p. 1294).

(2) 7 March 1964, Foro Italiano 1964, I, P. 465. The German
Constitutional Court, in a noted judgment (concordat case)
came to the same conclusion, refusing to recognize the
primacy of a treaty over domestic law (26 March 1957,
BVerfGe Vol. 6, p. 362).
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"Whereas the reception into the law of each member

country of provisions which are of Community origin and, more

generally, the letter and spirit of the Treaty are such that

it is impossible for the States to assert the supremacy over a

legal system accepted by them on a basis of reciprocity of a

subsequent unilateral measure : such a measure therefore

cannot be invoked against the common legal system ;

"Whereas the executive force of Community law cannot

vary from one State to another in favour of subsequent domestic

law without jeopardizing the achievement of the aims of the

Treaty referred to in article 5 (2), nor cause discrimination,

forbidden by article 7 ;"

"Flowing as it does from an autonomous source, law

born of the Treaty caa±not therefore, given its original specific

nature, be opposed in the courts by a national law, whatever it

may be, without losing its Community character and without the

legal basis of the Community being jeopardized ; " (1)

Article 177 offers, therefore, the means of ensuring,

in any case, the primacy of Community law thanks to the authority

of the interpretation of the Community provision given by the

Court of Justice.

The preceding may have illustrated the importance of

the machinery provided by article '177 ; it is the requests for

preliminary rulings that allow the problem submitted to the

domestic court to be placed in its true Community context, and

assure in this way anuniform application of the Community law in

all member countries.

Experience shows that the domestic courts are becoming

more and more aware of tie significauce of this provision. More and

more applications for interpretation are being made to the Court

of Justice by Courts a.d Tribunals of differe-t nature of all the
(2 )

member States ,Close and enlightened co-operation is developing

between the Court of Justice and the domestic courts.

(1) C.J.E.C., case 6/64, Recueil, Vol. X, p- 1159

(2) From the beginning of this year, 18 applications have been
made.



IV. Compliance - measures to help ensure that Member States' commitments

or obligations are carried out

The EEC Treaty, subsequent measures and the practices

adopted have established a body of institutions and measures which

make it possible to ensure that the Community's decisions are

carried out by Member States.

Here again we find the traditional techniques used in

the classical international organizations and judicial procedures

peculiar to the European institutions.

Article 155 of the EEC Treaty instructs the Commission

to "ensure that the provisions of this Treaty and the measures

pursuant to it taken by the institutions are carried out".

Article 5 lays down a general line of conduct for

Member States : "Member States shall take all appropriate measures,

whether general or particular, to ensure the carrying out of the

obligations arising out of this Treaty or resulting fro. measures

taken by the institutions of the Community. They shall facilitate

the execution of the Community's tasks"o

A. Traditional techniq ues

The Member Statos and Community institutions co-operate

constantly by exchanging information, by consultation, by regular

reviews and by confrontation.

1. The Commission has extensive means of obtaining information :

(i) Its staff systematically scrutinizes the official publications

of the Member States to ensure that the measures being taken

JUR/CEE/929/67
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conform to tne Treaty. They are in close contact with government

departments in the various countries which, in accordance with

Article 5, must facilitate the tasks of the Community and make

available all necessary information and facilities.

(ii) Article 213 of the EEC Treaty endows the Commission with very wide

powers defined in general terms : "For the execution of the tasks

entrusted to it the Commission may, within the limits and under the

conditions laid down by the Council in accordance with the provisions
any

of this Treaty, collect any information and carry out checks that

may be needed."

Community acts, such as Regulation No. 17 on restrictive agreements

(Article 14)() have given the Commission vast powers of supervision

and inquiry. By other acts surveys of wages and investment have been

organized. ( )

(iii) Other Treaty provisions require the Member States to inform or

consult the Commission in certain specific cases. For instance,

Article 93 on aids says : "1. The Commission shall in conjunction

with Member States keep ail systems of aids existing in those States

under constant review. It s.-ali propose to the latter any appropriate

measures required by the progressive developmernt or by the functioning

of the co..mon market. ...

3. The Commission shall be informed, in sufficient time to enable it to

submitc its connnents, of any jlans to grant or alter aids."

Article 102 (approximation of laws) reads : "1. When there is reason

to fear that the introduction or amendment of a provision imposed

by law, regulation or administrative action may cause distortion

(1 Official Gazette of the European Communities dated Feb. L1, 1962, p
p. 204

(2) For wages :egulation n° 10, Official Gazette of the European
Communities, Aug. -31, 1960, p. 1199/60

Reguiation n° 14, ibid. Aug. 16, 1961, p. 10)4/61
. , ibid. May 28, 1962, p. 12?7/62

" 11, ibid. Dec. i, 1962, p. 2841/62
188/64 " Dec. 24, 1 64, p. )634/64

etc...
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within the meaning of Article 101 above, the Member State desiring
to introduce or amend such provision shall consult the Commission.
After consulting the Member States the Commission shall recommend
to the States concerned such measures as may be appropriate to avoid
the distortion in question."

Co-operation and reciprocal provision of information between the
Commission and Member States are, moreover, called for again and
again in the Treaty (Articles 43, 49 54 (3 b), 103, 105, 118, etc.).

Also Community acts specify expressly that the Member States must
inform the Commission of the measures taken to implement them.

2. Advisory bodies have been set up in accordance with the
Treaty or with subsequent decisions with the aim of working out,
under the auspices of the Commission, a common line of action.

Various advisory committees undertake studies at regular
intervals and render opinions with a view to promoting co-ordination
of the Member States' policies.

For example, the Monetary Committee's task according to
Article 105 is

(i) To keep under review the monetary and financial situation of
Member States ad of the Community and also the general system
of payments in Member States, and to report regularly thereon

to the Council and to the Commission;

(ii) To deliver opinions at the request of the Council or of the
Commission or on its own initiative, for submission to these
instituticns.

The Short-term Economic Policy Committee, set up by a Council
decision of 9 March 1960(1) "co-operates in the process of consultation

Official gazette of the European Communities, May 9, 1960 p. 764
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between Member States and the Commission provided for in Article 103

of the Treaty".

The task of the Medium-term Economic Policy Committee, set up

by a Council decision of 15 April 1964 (, is to use "all available

information and especially the studies of economic prospects made by

a group of experts attached to the Commission, to draft a medium-term

bconomic programme...".

The Budget Policy Committee (2) has to "study and collate

the main lines of the budgetary policies of the Member States".

The Committee of Governors of Central Banks in the EEC

is responsible "for conducting consultations relating to the general

rules and the main lines of policy of the central banks, in particular

as regards credit, the money market and the exchange market".

The system of"Management Committees", provided for by all

the basic agricultural regulations , provides a characteristic

example of the permanent contacts between the representatives of the

Member States.and of the Community.

(1) Official Gazette of the European Communities, Apr. 22,1964 p. 1031
(2) Council decision, ibid. May 21, 1964 p. 1205
(3) " " , ibid. May 2 1, 1964 p. 1206
(4) Regulation No. 19, ibid. Apr.20, 196 p. 933 replaced by

" No.120, ibid. June 19, 1967 p. 2269 (cereals)
" No. 20, ibid. Apr. 20, 1962 p. 945 replaced by
" No.121, ibid. June 19, 1967 p. 2283 (pigmeat)
" No. 21, ibid. Apr. 20, 1962 p. 953 replaced by
" No.122, ibid. June 19, 1967 p. 2293 (eggs)

No. 22, ibid. Apr. 20, 1962 p. 959 replaced by
" No.123, ibid. June 19, 1967 p. 2301 (poultry)

No. 23, ibid. Apr. 20, 196 p. 965 N4i xby

No. 15/64 " Reb. 2V, 1964 p. 549 milk and milk prod.
No. 14/64 " Feb. 27, 1964 p. 362 beef and veal
No. 16/64 " Feb 27, 1i964 p. 574 rice
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Each Management Committee is responsible for a group of

agricultural products and is composed of representatives of the

Member States and the Commission. The Committes have to assist th&

Commission in the task of adopting the necessary measures to implement

the basic regulations. This leads in practice to regular exchanges of

views and common studies.

In general there is constant co-operation at all levels

between the Member States and the Community institutions through

official bodies, some of which have been described, as well as at

meetings of experts and working parties.

The extent of this co-operation is shown by the variety

of possibilities and methods of action provided by innumerable

Community acts. The Commission may act :

(i) In contact with the government departments in the Member
States;

(ii) In collaboration with the Member States or their
government departments;

(iii) After reference to the Member States (outside the
Committees);

(iv) After compulsory reference to a Committee or to the
Member States through a Committee or on the proposal of a
Committee;

(v) After reference to the Council
(Vi) After reference to a Management Committee and subject to

a decision by the Council if the Committee has disagreed;

(vii)After reference to the Member States through a Management
Committee and subject to amendment by the Council(agri-
cultural safeguard clause formula);

(viii)In agreement with the Member States.
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B. Judicial procedures

The EEC Treaty provides judicial procedures to ensure that

the States respect their obligations. For this purpose cases can be

brought before the Court of Justice of the European Communities either

by the Commission (Article 169) or by a Member State (Article 170).

Application of Article 169 is one means the Commission has of

carrying out its task as defined in Article 15j.

The conditions and pattern of the procedure are very similar

in the two cases.

The aim is not so much to penalize past action as to induce

an offending State to adopt a certain line of behaviour (1) This explains

the divicio4 of the procedure into two stages : pre-trial proceedings,

when conciliation is attempted, and the proceedings proper, which are

opened only if the former fail.

1. Procedure under Article 169

(a) The stage prior to reference to the Court consists mainly in a

warning taking the form of a reasoned opinion.

The Commission has exclusive power of initiative : "If the

Commission considers that a hember State has failed to fulfil

any of its obligations under this Treaty, it shall issue a

reasoned opinion on the matter after giving the State concerned

the opportunity to subAit its comments.I(

(1) Submissions Roemer, Court of Justice of the European Community
(CJEC), Case 2O/59, Roeueil, Vol. VI, p. 709

(i) In certain urgent cases covered by Articles 93 (2) and 225 of the

EEC Treaty the Commission may bring the matter directly before the

Court of Justice without issuing an opinion.
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So far three-quarters of the cases JiavQ, been concluded

at the first stage of the proceedings, generally with the State

in 'uestion taking measures to put matters right.

Otherwise the Commission issues a reasoned opinion setting

out the Commission's position on the alleged non-comiplance and

inviting the State to take measures to put an end to it. According to

the Court "the opinion must be considered sufficiently reasoned for

legal purposes when it contains a coherent account of the reasons which

convinced the Commission that the State in question has failed to
(1)

comply with one of its obligations

A lack or insufficiency of reasons would render the procedure

irregular and the suit, consequently, would not be admissible; for

the reasons submitted form a substantive element in this preliminary

stage. The Member State requested to conformthe opinion within the

time-limit allowed must be clearly informed of the reasons why the

Commission deems its conduct contrary to the Treaty.

(b) The proceedings proper

"If the State concerned does not comply with the terms of such

opinion within the period laid down by the Commission, the latter may

bring the matter before the Court of Justice" (Article 169, second

paragraph). The expiry of the period is followed by the proceedings

proper which are governed by stricter rules.

To date, the Commission has used its power, under Article

169, second oaragraph, to file a suit in only ten cases.

Admissibility of a suit is subject to the condition that the

State has not conformed to the reasoned opinion in the period allowed,

that is to say that it has not taken the measures recommended.

(1) CJEC, Case 7/61, decueil, Vol. VII, P. 654
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Even if the State conforms to the opinion after the ecpiry of the

period, the suit is admissible, the Commission still having "an

interest in having the question decided at law whether there has been

non-compliance"* (1)

The States cannot block the application of Article 169

by submitting to the Commission requests for exemption or safeguard

measures0 The procedures for derogating from the general rules of the

Treaty, "distinct by their nature and their effects from the comminatory

procedure at the dieposal of the Commission by virtue of Article 169,
(2)

can in no way render the latter ineffective"

Furthermore, the failure of a State or the Community to carry

out its obligations cannot dispense the other Member States from

fulfilling their obligations for, "apart from the cases expressly

provided for, the terms of the Treaty forbid the Member States to take

the law into their own hands."l-

No time-limit is fixed for the Commission to bring the case

before the Court. In practice it endeavours to file the suit within

two months of the expiry of the period allowed by the reasoned opinion.

The proceedings before the Court of Justice follow the rules

established by the Statute of the Court and its rules of procedure.

The Court has, in particular, the power to order an investigation

(rules of procedure, Article 45). The other Member States may intervene,

but only td make submissions tending to support or oppose the case of

one of the original parties to the suit (Statute, Article 37 and rules

of procedure, Article 93). The Court of Justice may, in any cases before

it, prescribe any necessary interim measures (EEC Treaty, Article 186).

(1) CJEC, Case 7/61, Recueil, Vol. VII, p. 65)
(2) CJEC, Cases 2 and 3/62, Vol. VIII, p. 825

(3) CJEC,cases 90 and 91/63, Recueil, Vol. X, p. 1252
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The Court has the widest powers of investigation in seeking

out and judging the facts. It must consider as a whole the actual

behaviour of the State, without being bound by the account given

in the reasoned opinion.

2. Procedure under Article 170

This procedure, by which a Member State seeks a finding

against another Member State for failure to fulfil its obligations,

is very similar. "Any Member State which considers that another Member

State has failed to fulfil any of its obligations under this Treaty

may bring the matter before the Court of Justice".

(a) Pre-trial proceedings

Article 170, however, calls for the prior intervention of the

Commission, which has to act as referee :"Before a Member State

institutes, against another Member State, proceedings relating to

an alleged infringement of its obligations under this Treaty,

it shall bring the matter before the Commission" (Article 170,
~(1)second paragraph) . Once the matter has been referred to the

Commission by the State, which must indicate clearly its intention

to call for an investigation into the non-compliance, the

Commiission instigates a written and oral discussion through which

it endeavours to eliminate the differences between the States

concerned : "The Commission shall deliver a reasoned opinion after

the States concerned have been given the opportunity both to

submit their own cases and to reply to each other's case both orally

and in writing" (Article 170, third paragraph). A three-sided

debate begins in which not only the alleged offending State and the

Commiission take part, as in the case of Article 169, but also the

State that has raised the matter.

(1) Articles 93(2) and 225 of the EEC Treaty dispense the State from

this condition.
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The role ahd scope of the reasoned opinion are different in the two

procedures. The main purpose of the opinion, which can be negative

(inconceivable where Article 169 is concerned), is to give information

to the States and the Court. The reasoning must be detailed, but any

irregularity in the reasoned opinion will not have the same effect

on the admissibility of the suit as in the case of Article 169. It

will simply have the effect of invalidating the reasoned opinion,

but will not deprive the requesting State of its right to institute

proceedings. That State will be in the same situation as if the

Commission had-not issued an opinion within three months, for "if

the Commission has not given an opinion within a period of three

months from the date on which the matter was brought before it,

the absence of such opinion shall not precinde the bringing of the

matter before the Court of Justice" (Article 170, fourth paragraph).

(b) Proceedings

At the proceedings stage the suit goes ahead quite

independently of the results of the reasoned opinion.

In the circumstances referred to in Article 170, fourth

paragraph, that is if the Commission has iot given an opihion, it is

not the Commission's silence but the alleged non-compliance of the

State which is attacked. If the reasoned opinion does not recognize

the failure to fulfil an obligation, this does not prevent the

requesting State from filing a suit immediately.

If the Commission does recognize such failure, the requesting

State will probably wait for the other State to conform to the

reasoned opinion, but nothing in the text uf ,rticle 170, as against

that of Article 169, obliges it to do so.

Subject to these observations, the procedure under Article

170 follows the same rules as thaL under Article 169. So far the

procedure has not been applied in practice as no suit has been filed

under Article 170.

**
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The Court decision closing the proceedings proper instituted

under Article 169 or 170 may either reject the suit as inadmissible

or dismiss the case or recognize the failure to fulfill the obligation.

The judgment is of a declaratory nature, as the Court does not

have the power to quash the legislqtive or administrative acts of

Member States. It confines itself to recognizing the failure, without

indicating how it is to be remedied.

Article 171 states : "If the Court of Justice finds that a

Member State has failed to fulfil any of its obligations under this

Treaty, such State is bound to take the measures required to comply

with the judgment of the Court". While the judgment is not enforceable

of itself in the Member State, it has all the authority that attaches to

court decisions, and experience has shown thqt this has always been

sufficient. Would it be otherwise, or would the measures taken not prove

to be sufficienti the Commission or the other I.ember States would hiave

to institute further proceedings that would lead to a finding of failure

to comply with Article 171. The case has never arisen and in practice

there are no examples of States refusing to comply with the Court's

judgment.

As has been seen, moreover, these procedures are not often

carried through to the end of the proceedings in Court. No proceedings

have been instituted on the basis of Article 170. Out of ten suits

filed by the Commission under Article 169, only seven have resulted

in judgments. The other three cases (18/61, 22/63 and 38/65) were

concluded without the Court having to make a pronouncement.



V. The special problems of federated States

Of the six Member States, the German Federal Republia
alone is a true federal State.

In Italy the existence of regions with a special statute
raises problems analogous to those that can occur in a truly
Iederal State.

In Germany the execution of the obligations deriving
rrom the E.E.C. Treaty has not so far led to controversy, the
powers of the Lander being fairly limited in those fields which
concern the E.E.C., but problems could arise in connection with
the execution of directives on the right of establishment or on
vocational training, since cultural matters come under the Lander
authorities.

1. Certain arrangements have been made to safeguard the
rights of the Lander, which are represented in the Bundesrat
or Federal Council.

The question was raised during the debates which preceded
ratification of the Treaties, and article 2 of the Ratification
Law provides an answer. "The Federal Government shall keep the
Bundestag a-d the Bundesrat constantly informed on developments
in the Council of the European Economic Community and the Council
of the Europea- Atomic Energy Community. Where a Council decision
will require German domestic legislation or when it creates law
that will be directly applicable in the Federal Republic of
Germany, the Bundestag a-d the 3undesrat shall be informed before
the decirion is taken".

In practice the Federal Government keeps the Bundesrat
regularly and rapidly informed of all Community measures, in
particular of all the proposals which the Commission submits to

'the Counci. This gives the relevant Bundesrat committees an
Cpportunity to examine the texts and to submit to the Government
views which often influence the latter's attitude when the
subject is being discussed in the Council of the Communities.

JUR/CEE/929/67
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2. Like the Federal authorities, the Community Institutions

consider that care should be taken to ensure that Community

decisions do not upset, even unintentionally, the constitutional

division of powers between Federal authorities and Lander, as

could happen if, for instance, power to take certain actions

were given to specific bodies or if the Lander were required to

set up new organs for the implementation of Community law.

3. The essential problem is that of ensuring that commitments

undertaken by the Federal Government are executed by the Lander.

So far there have been no actual cases which have led to a dispube,

and the question of principle has been avoided. If it should be

raised, there are two theories which could be advanced in order

ensure the execution of the commitments accepted by the Federal

Government.

(i) If as most writers agree, and as has apparently

been confirmed by actual experience, it is up to the

Lander to execute the Community measures in fields

where the Lander are competent, they are responsible

to the Federal Government for taking the necessary

action. The Federal Gover-meat can demand that any

necessary measures be adopted by virtue of the

principle of "Bundestreue", or federal loyalty ; there

have been many cases where the Constitutional Court

has been called upon to ensure that the principle

of "Bundestreue" is observed.

(ii) The second theory (defenhed by von Mangoldt and Klein)

is that article 24 of the Basic Law, which authorizes the

transfer of powers to international organizations, can

be said to involve a change in the division of powers

between the Federal Government and the Lander as

far as the apDlication of Community measures is

c;oncerned.



B. In Italy the regions are required to exercise their

powers with due respect for the international commitments

undertaken by the State. This principle is implicit in article

117 of the Constitution (1), which delimits the powers of the

regional bodies, and it has been accepted by the Constitutional

Court (2)

When the Constitutional Court was called upon to deal

with a concrete case, it annulled a law for aid to shipbuilding

which had been passed by the regional Parliament in Sicily

without the Italian Republic having had the possibility to

respect the requirement, contained in articles 92 and 93 of the

E.E.C. Treaty, that there should be prior consultation within the

Commission. The Court pointed out that it would be wrong to

attach importan±ce to the fact that the Regional Statute for

Sicily does not expressly include "respect for international

commitments" among the limitations on the legislative powers

of the region, as has been done in other statutes which were

approved subsequently (article 3 of the Special Statute for

Sardinia ; artiicle 2 of the Special Statute for the Val d'Aosta

article 4 of the Special Statute for the Trentino-Alto Adige).

Even when there is no specific stipulation, it cannot be
(5)

supposed that autonomous regions have been given sovereign powers .

It appears then that if any measure taken by the regional

authorities conflicts with the commitnents of the State under

the European Treaties, that measure will be unconstitutional.

(1) Art. 117 runs : "Subdect to the limits imposed by the fundamen-
tal principles laid down by State legislation,
and provided there is no conflict with the

national interest and the interest of other

regions, regions shall enact legislation in
the following fields..."

(2) See Perassi, la Costitutione e l'ordinamento internazionale,p.3
6 .

(3) 9 April 1965, Foro Ital ago, 1963, I, p. 661.



VI. Amendment of constitutive instruments through methods other than

the explicit approval of all members

Next to procedures for amendment by agreement between Member

States, requiring ratification in accordance With their respective

constitutional rules, the European Treaties contain special clauses

allowing the Community Institutions to make adjustments in order to

deal with unforeseen situations ; these are article 95 of the

E.C.S.C. Treaty, article 235 of the E.E.C. Treaty and article 203

of the Euratom Treaty.

A. The E.C.S.C. Treaty

Article 95 provides for two forms of procedure, one known

as "small revision" (third and fourth paragraphs), the other to cover

cases not expressly provided for (first and second paragraphs).

The procedure under the third and fourth paragraphs 
is

examined first because it is closest to amendment proper.

1. Under the procedure for "small revision", the rules of

the Treaty governing the powers of the High Authority can be

adjusted where the appearance of unforeseen difficulties or a

profound change in market conditions to make such adjustment

necessary.

Article 95'' third paragraph, says : "If, after the

period of transition provided for in the Convention containing

the transitional provisions, unforeseen difficulties revealed by

experience in the methods of executing this Treaty, or a profound

change in the economic or technical conditions directly affecting

the common market for coal a..d steel should require an amendment

of the rules for the exercise by the High Authority of the powers

conferred upon it, appropriate amendments may be made provided that

they do not modify the provisions of articles 2, 3 aind 4, or

the relationship between the powers of the High Authority and

those of the other institutions of the Community".

The procedure described in the fourth paragraph involves

the successive intervention of all the Community Institutions.

JUR/CEE/9297? 
'' ***.
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"These amendments shall be proposed jointly by the High

Authority and the Council acting by a five-sixths majority. They

shall then be submitted to the opinion of the Court. In its

examination, the Court shall be fully competent to review any

matters of law and fact. If the Court should find that the

amendments conform to the provisions of the preceding paragraph,

they shall be forwarded to the Assembly. They will come into

force if they are approved by the Assembly acting by a majority

of three-quarters of the votes cast representing a two-thirds

majority of the total membership".

Regarding the respective roles of the various Institu-

tions, it must be noted that the Assembly intervenes only in the

last resort after approval by the Court and that it does not have

the power of initiative nor the practical possibility of intro-

ducing amendments ; the Court's opinion is decisive since it

cannot be disregarded ; a unanimous vote in the Council is not

required, but there must be a five-sixths majority.

Cases of application

(i) The small revision procedure has been used to remedy socidL

consequences of the coal crisis due to increased

competition from fuel oil anad imported coal. The field

of application of article 56 regarding resett)ftent

measures has been extended to cover the possibility of

"profound changes in the marketing conditions of the

coalmining or of the iron and steel industry, not directly

connected with the introduction of the common market9 ... "

The Court recognized that there had been a profound

change in the marketingr conditions of the coalmining ind

dustry and that the widening of the conditions in which

article 56 could be applied did not exceed the limits

fixed in the third paragraph of article 95 (1)

. .. /.. .

(1) Court of Justice of the Europeau Communities, Opinion 1-60 of 4
March 1960, Recueil, Vol VI, p. 93. See also : Opinion of 17
December 1959, Recueil, Vol V, p. 533.



(ii) The second attempt at a small revision concernied article

65 regarding agreements between enterprises. This attempt

failed because it was rejected by the Court . The

Court admitted the possibility of amending article 65 (2)

of the Treaty in order to enable the High Authority to

authorize types of agreement other than those specified

in the text. But it deemed too vague a "proposal that

would merely provide for the authorization" of agreements

concerning adjustment to new marketing conditions and

above all considered that it was impossible to set aside

the limits placed by article 65 (2) c) on the size of

cartels without infringing the stipulations of article 95,

third paragraph.

(iii) In these cases the Court which, according to Article 95,

fourth paragraph, is"fully competent to review any matters

of law aId fact" showed great prudence in the judgments

which this provision enables it to make. It did consider

that "the introduction of new monditions peritting the

exercise by the High Authority of a power in circumstances

other than those specified by the Treaty does not consti-

tute introduction of a new power". The Court therefore

accepts that a small revision mayr lead to the widening of

the powers of the high Authority but within the fields

traiisferred to the Community. But it has in fact been

cautious on how far-reaching the small revision may go

in its view the possibiiity of authorizing restrictive

agreements exceeding the size fixed by article 65 (2) c)

ran counter to article 4 d) of the Treaty and the trans-

formation of a prior examination system into a review

of the facts and later direct intervention amounted to the

attribution of a new power.

The Court pointed out furthermore that there could be no

derogation from the normal procedure of review except in

cases where neither the geeral structure of the Treaty

(1) C.J.E.C. Opinion 1-1 of 13 December 196, Recueil, Vol. VII,
p. 483



nor the relations between the Community and the Member

States will suffer. That is why the Court, gaced with

a proposal that would not just have extended the benefits

provided by social provisions but would have modified

the essential elements of competition, showed great

prudence, which may be explained by the fact that article

95, fourth paragraph, allows the Treaty to be revised

against the will or without the co-operation of one of

the Member States.

2. Procedure under article 95, first and second paragraphs

This procedure has, according to the Court, the sole

object "of instituting a system of derogation peculiar to the

Treaty in order to enable the High Authority to face an unforeseen

situation." (1)

Article 95, first paragraph, stipulates : "In all cases

not expressly provided for in this Treaty in which a decision or

a recommendation of the High Authority appears necessary to fulfil,

in the operation of the common market for coal a-d steel and in

accordance with the provisions of article 5 above, one of the

objectives of the Community as defined in articles 2, 3 and 4,

such a decision or recommendation may be taken with the unanimous

agreement of the Council and after consulting the Consultative

Committee."

Unlike the small revision, article 95, first anid second

paragraphs, can be applied from the beginning of the tra-sitional

period. The procedure applicable, which requires the unanimous

agreement of the Council of Ministers, is to be found in other

articles of the Treaty (53 b), 54, 81), while article 95, fourth

paragraph, discussed above, provides for a most unusual procedure

involving all the Institutions of the Community.

c . ./. . .

(1) C.J.u.C., case 9/61, Recueil, Vol. VIII, p. 449.



Application of article 95, first paragraph, is subject

to the presence of two essential elements, the existence of a

case "not expressly provided for" and the need to attain one of

the objectives defined in articles 2, 3 and 4.

Cases of application

Decisions on what c nstitutes a case "not expressly

provided for" has not failed to raise difficulties, as the

application of the clause shows. Are these only cases omitted

unintentionally by the authors of the Treaty but similar to

those that have been provided for, or on the contrary are they

situations justifying the use of methods which are totally diffe-

rent or even run counter to those laid down in the Treaty ?

The High Authority has taken the middle road, considering

that it is possible on the basis of article 95, first paragraph

to use the funds from levies for needs ether than those stipulated

in article 50 but rejecting recourse to this provision, to settle

the problem of Ruhr coal sales agencies, though it accepted this

as a basis for authorizing the establishment of a Community system

of aid to the coalmining industry .

In certain respects, then, it seems that the first

and second paragraphs of article 95 -go beyond the "small revision",

for the latter concerns modification of the rules for the exer-

cise of the powers of the High Aiuthority and muct necessarily be

based closely on the text of the Treaty, while the main purpose

of article 95, first aid second paragraphs, is to fill the gaps

in the High Authority's means of action while complying with the

stipulations of article 5 (i.e. ways and means of intervention

and relations between the institutions a-d enterprises).

Lastly it must be noted that article 95, first and

second paragraphs, may serve as a basis only for a decision whose

scope and duration must be adapted to the situation justifying

its adoption.

. /..

(1) Official gazette of the European Communities, 25 February 1965,

p, 481.
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B. The E.E.C. Treaty

Article 235 of the E.E.C. Treaty specifies how the

Community institutions may take decisions in cases not provided

for by the Treaty but falling within the terms of reference of

the Community.

"If it becomes apparent that action by the Community

is necessary to achieve, within the framework of the common

market, one of the aims of the Community, anid this Treaty has

not provided the powers needed for such action, the Council,

acting by means of a unanimous vote on a proposal of the

Commission anid after the Assembly has been consulted, shall enact

the requisite provisions".(1)

As results from its terms, the situation referred to

in this provision is quite similar to the one referred to

in article 95, first and second paragraphs of the -E.C.S.C. Treaty.

The meaning and scope of article 235 have been defined

in the Commission's reply to written question n° 20 submitted

by M. Vredeling'

"Article 235 covers the case where the Treaty, while

assigyning to the Community a specific aim, has not provided

the means of action to achieve this aim. In such a case the

Council, acting on a proposal of the Commission a.d after

consulting the European Parliament, is called upon in its

capacity as a Community Institution to take the necessary steps

in the forms set out in article 189 of the Treaty. Article 235,

therefore, does not provide for the conclusion of supplementary

agreements between the Member tStates but the adoption of a

Community act".

. .. /.. .

(1) Article 203 of thie Euratom Treaty is identical in its terms

to article 235 of the .`.C. Treaty. To date it has not yet

been aolied.
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Article 235 has been usred in the first place to provide

special rules for processed africultural products not listed in

Annexe II to the Treaty. As the rules of the Treaty a.d subsequent

Community acts concerning abolition of national protection measures

are quite different fbr agricultural products and the other ones,

difficult problemIs arose for processed products, to which legally

the less strict rules for agri.cultural products could not be

applied. Therefore a sistem has been crea ted on the basis of

article 235 tending to harmonize the rules to be applied to those

prIducts with the rules applicable to agricultural products (1)

Article 5 lso constitutes the legal basis for the

third acceleration of the time-table for setting up the custom

uniion. As has been discusased in Section T, the first two accele-

rations had been decided by the Representatives of the Governments

of the Member States, meeti in the Council. For the definite

implementing of the custorm unions it has been considered prefe-

r-ble to adopt an act of te Council based on the Treaty. As the

reaty does not provide for all thpeecesry powers to that
(2)

offct, article 236as been r ferred to
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